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“What are your thoughts on multimedia?” I asked
as we drove down the highway.
“Multimedia?” he queried. “What multimedia?”
“All of it,” I said.

“What isn’t multimedia?” he responded
rhetorically, casting a furtive glance down at his
smartphone.

And indeed, at this point in history, multimedia
is virtually assumed — in every sense of the phrase.
When I met one of our authors for this issue, Jeff
Edwards, he was talking about Cherokee. And in
talking about Cherokee, he was talking about
the multimedia applications of it. Not by design,
but because that’s the state of translation, even
for endangered languages. When you talk about
endangered languages, you talk about how they
work on smartphones, on popular apps and
websites; you share videos and images.

This is true, of course, with all languages. Unless
there is some kind of seismic technological shift
in the future, in order for any language to survive
and thrive in a global world, it will need to be
multimedia-ready. By extension, businesses that
want to thrive will need to be multimedia-ready.
Regardless of what continent they operate on,
what population they serve, what their product or
service is.
Brick-and-mortar secondhand shops now have
Instagram accounts. Remote clinics use electronic
record systems, complete with interactive
anatomical drawings. Fledgling corporations
attempt to put together international marketing
videos as their first order of business — correctly or
not, they assume this is what they need in order to
find serious investors.
Because in this day and age, what isn’t
multimedia?

“Digital Transformation”
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LocWorld36 takes on diversity, personalization and biased data
LocWorld36 was held April 3-5,
2018, in the Hilton Tokyo Bay on
the edge of Tokyo Disney.
Kaori Sasaki’s keynote April 4
was given in Japanese, with simultaneous interpretation offered.
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Recognized as an expert in workplace diversity, Sasaki has founded
multiple companies and launched
a conference for working women
that is now the largest in Japan.
Previously, she was an international
correspondent for broadcast news
in Japan, traveling to places such as
Johannesburg, South Africa, where
she was injured by a stray bullet.
“Japan has the highest education,” in the world, said Sasaki, “and
there are women who are capable
of working, but they are not being
used.” She stressed that diversity
doesn’t simply mean having diverse
people, it means having diverse
perspectives. “The goal is not how
many women are working. Diversity creates innovation. That is our
mission.”
Diversity also promotes innovative
approaches to content. A session later
April 4 discussed how Netflix is very
much about personalization, meaning users will see things they like,
specific to them rather than specific

Recaps
to their country or language. Yuka
Ogasawara of Netflix stated that
“we have a very large catalogue” of
Japanese content; the most in the
world, bigger even than the United
States. Content for Japanese kids
was recently specialized because
the kids didn’t understand all the
kanji, for example. So Netflix set
the kanji level to second grade in
some cases, working with kids'
feedback to find the best approach
for age-specific content.
The keynote April 5 involved
audience discussion on being hired
for localization jobs and pulling
them off, particularly from the
buyer perspective. “The key thing is
good people. Individuals get things
done. No technology platform gets
things done. People are the heart
of every organization,” said Salvo
Giammarresi of Airbnb.
Apoorv Saxena, product lead
of Cloud AI at Google noted in a
heavily-attended session April 5
that “For some domains, MT is
reaching human parity.” There are
some instances in Google’s tests
where machine translation (MT)
performed better than humans,
because the human translator
wasn’t, presumably, paying attention. Google was comparing MT to
a typical freelance translator under

normal conditions — a contractor
working from home for “probably
ten cents per word.” Even so, “MT
will never be as good as human
translation.”
Saxena said that MT will impact
the evolution of languages. “This is
probably the best way to save those
languages from dying.”
Erasing bias from training data
was a hotly debated topic. “How
do you train a system to be genderneutral? I don’t think anybody
has cracked the problem,” but it’s
something Google is going to be
considering in the next few years.
Specific treatments of race, minority groups and religious terms
are also reflected in the training
data. “Gender is one of the biggest
challenges.”
Saxena said that Google Translation API does not train on customer
data, because it would not legally
be able to operate if it trained on
customer data without their permission. Google has spent “hundreds of

millions of dollars” on training data,
particularly in the Chinese market,
where Google is not allowed.
Yukako Ueda gave a presentation the afternoon of April 5 on
in-country review and NetApp’s
globalization content strategy. “We
need to change because Japanese
readers are changing.” She said traditionally, her generation reads the
product manual from front to back,
but this is not true for the younger
generation.

May/June 2018
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Together 2018 gathers in the name of collaboration
Elia brought language service
companies (LSCs) and independent professionals together in Athens on February 22-23. Under the
theme of Specialise to Excel, the
third edition of Together attracted
almost 300 professionals for two
days of learning, networking and
discussion.
Presenters from across the industry shared best practices, innovation and expertise in three program
tracks: specialization, moderated by
Jason Willis-Lee, freelance medical
translator; trends, moderated by
Marina Orešković, chief operating
officer of Ciklopea; and technology,
moderated by Ana Guerberof, DCU/
ADAPT research fellow.
The keynote looked at technology disruption in translation and
interpreting: new opportunities
to revisit the relationship between
language professionals and LSCs.
Óscar Jiménez Serrano, senior lecturer in translation and interpreting
and head of the master’s program
in conference interpreting at the

University of Granada, summarized
the state-of the-art of technology in
language services and set the tone
for the discussions to follow.
The program ended with a lively
debate on technology in the future:
expectations from users between
industry technology providers. The
Together Fair was held over both
days, enabling relationship building between independent language
professionals and the companies
looking for skilled partners.

A thousand different workflows. One Solution.
The Business Management Solution for the Translation Industry

www.plunet.com
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Event takes a human stance in a machine-driven world

Last September, 70 clients, translators and industry experts attended
ZELENKA's first-ever outdoor workshop, held in Southern Moravia in the
Czech Republic. The informal outdoor
setting promoted open discussions
about the translation industry, its
trends and its future. The company is
planning its next annual event in September 2018 in the Prague countryside.
Participants were divided into five
groups, each focused on a different
aspect of the translation industry.
The tasks each group was given
centered around finding ways to
improve existing processes to help
the ever-changing translations industry evolve more smoothly, while still
keeping human interactions at the
heart of it.
Recent years have seen a lot of
skepticism in the discussion of technology, particularly machine translation, vs. the human element. As in
most industries, sensibly investing
your resources into future technologies, processes and education is
paramount and CEOs typically rely
on their IT departments for insights
as to where to invest.

The conversations in Smith Language Service linguist Jakub Kovar’s
IT-oriented brainstorming group
focused heavily on proactive preparation and training to future-proof
the human role in tech-driven translation processes.
The industry can prepare for it by
raising, educating and training a new
generation of post-editors straight
out of school, as well as convincing
translators of the benefits of embracing machine translation (MT) and
securing their jobs alongside it. We
can also invest in checking the quality of source texts, which can then be
used to not only train MT software,
but also to train project managers to
decipher these texts.
Discussions then turned toward
what the industry itself can be doing
to ensure this:
1. Develop a new tool that will
bring individual computer-aided
translation (CAT) tools together.
Right now none of them are compatible. Allocate funds to hire lawyers
and IT experts to come up with a central system that would easily integrate
other tools to enable the sharing of

content and translation memory (TM)
as well as other interfaces between
individual CAT tools, making it more
compatible and interconnected.
2. Find a way to create a shared
economy in the translation industry.
This could be done by setting up a
shared marketplace where clients,
translators and reviewers could all be
connected. An all-in-one automated
process; fees calculated based on
supply and demand, not fixed rates
and an automated payment guarantee from the client to the translator.
Automation is quickly redefining
exactly what it is that makes people
indispensable in working processes.
Just as we see translators becoming
post-editors, project management
training should also embrace the
human aspect of the job and focus
heavily on providing individual,
humanized services to vendors and
clients.

Creativity
With its daily influx of routine
tasks, it’s no surprise that few people
immediately associate creativity
with project management. But this
May/June 2018
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aspect of personalization is the very
connector that brings the personal
approach to the digitally based
profession.
When asked to think of how
to incorporate creativity into the
project management process, the
project management group offered a
wealth of ideas:
First, be creative when simplifying instructions for vendors. Use
visually appealing aspects like
colors, symbols or even images.
This will make it easier to designate
various instructions to certain parts
of a text.
Second, take your meetings to
the client. Spending an hour with a
client can save hours of digital communication and it opens so many
doors for a more personal (and beneficial) relationship.
Third, a project manager’s job can
often start to feel like a tedious routine. Here are some creative ways to
add some spice to the process and
maintain closer relationships with
the people you work with:
[ Find small ways to reach vendors,
team members and clients on a personal level.

14
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[ Offer constant support (IT, CAT
tools) and always be helpful.
[ Check in with a vendor when
offering a job and follow up with
them about something personal
they’ve told you about in the past.
[ Keep track of important dates in their
lives and let them know you’re thinking
of them (not automated emails).
Though her group’s focus was
on sales and marketing, AnneMarie Colliander Lind reflected on
creativity’s role in the translation
industry as a whole, stating: “It’s
all about the people! We are in the
people business and human inter-

action is the element we need to
keep alive.”
Comprised entirely of sales and
marketing experts, her brainstormers brought together a list of factors
that emphasize positive human interaction in business:
[ Communication is always key.
Talk to your clients. Get to the root
of the problem so you can work on
finding a solution together.
[ Be yourself. It is the identity and
your company's persona that your
customers bond with. Don’t stray
from the voice, image or values of
what your company represents and

Recaps
be consistent in all channels of
business.
[ Be self-critical. If you feel something isn’t working right, take a
step back and assess just how much
those practices are in line with your
vision and do what you can to correct it. In extreme cases, this can
mean a total rebranding, but even
then it is still worth it.
[ Be attentive. Waiting for a client
to reveal their dissatisfaction in a
survey is already an indication that
there is a structural problem in
your process.
[ Be proactive. Unhappy customers can have a negative impact on
office morale, working on ways to
detect this early in the process can
have a tremendous effect on the
general satisfaction of everyone in
the process.
[ Make it personal. Establish
strong emotional engagement
with your clients. Ask about their
families, their hobbies and their
interests.
[ Be available. Take the time to
answer questions, educate your
clients, offer troubleshooting solutions and support. Hammer home
the idea that you are constantly
and actively looking for ways to
streamline the process for their
benefit.
Of all the pieces of advice they
offered, they made sure to put the
most emphasis on this: just like the
people in them, these relationships
are alive. They are always changing and as such require constant
and frequent personal care and
attention.

nurturing that type of bond is what
Neil Payne’s vendor management
group was tasked with exploring.
When given the question “How
do you find the right people for the
job?” Payne’s group reformed the
question, asking instead: How to go
about finding the right people for
the client?
The first part of your recruitment
strategy should start with the client.
The more detailed information you
have about the projects, the more
tailored your search for the right
vendors will be.
Armed with an even sharper
focus, the group offered the following insights:
In the translation industry, simply seeking a “technical translator”
is not enough. Your focus should be
on finding the translators that have
a passion for the type of projects in
question.
The automotive industry offers
a simple and practical example of
how to implement this approach
and use unconventional methods

to do it. Don’t be afraid to get
creative.
[ Find translators by going after car
enthusiasts.
[ Get your client involved in the
process by coming up with a shortlist of reliable people that used to
work for the company.
[ Search groups on various social
media for people that belong to car
clubs.
[ Find translators through online
car forums and websites.
It may sound obvious, but it’s
important to emphasize it: translators are people too! And like the
rest of us, they have hobbies and
special interests and can sometimes
even be downright fanatics. In
this example, you would basically
be looking for car geeks, but succeeding would mean now having a
person whose ultimate motivation
is the work itself.
There are many ways to influence someone's interest in a project
but by engaging them on a personal
level, you appeal to their passions.

The right people
As important as the human element
is to our industry, there’s no avoiding
the fact that specialized linguists are
getting harder and harder to come
by. The loyalty of reliable, knowledgeable vendors is a crucial asset to any
company’s success. Establishing and
May/June 2018
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Here are some additional insights
from the group:
[ Get your translators out in the
field whenever possible, ideally
into the client’s factories. Give
them a chance to touch and feel the
things they are going to be translating about (this will also give them
first-hand knowledge about the
production process).
[ Allow them access to the client
rather than keeping a project manager between them.
[ Bring the translator to car events
and run a workshop involving the
client and translator(s) to talk
about the job moving forward.
This approach maximizes engagement for the translator, which can
only serve to benefit everyone
involved. On top of that, it also
humanizes the translation process
and opens communication channels,
which will always produce a better
end product.

Prominent values
If you are going to put any or all
of these ideas into action, it needs
to happen on a strong foundation: a
healthy company culture. Chairman
of the GALA board of directors
Jesper Sandberg led a brainstorming group focused on leadership,
which dealt heavily with this topic.
They first discussed the ideas
surrounding vision and mission, namely how to define them,
communicate them and, most
importantly, how to unite an entire
organization behind them. Each
member was asked to share five
values they felt represented their
companies. While the answers varied quite a bit, several of them were
mentioned repeatedly:
[ Friendliness: adopting a very
deliberate way of interacting with
clients, colleagues and vendors.
[ Empathy: the willingness, effort
and ability to understand someone
else’s perspective.
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[ Reliability: giving your word is
not an empty gesture, it has meaning
and weight.
[ Challenges: face them openly and
directly.
[ Goodness: it's not so much about
being “well qualified” and “competent,” but more about just being a
generally good person who assumes
the goodness in others.
[ Trust: believing that vendors will
be loyal and you can openly share
information about your clients with
them.
[ Loyalty: your clients are fully
aware of the fact that forming sustainable long-term relationships is
more important to you than profits.
Their conversation eventually
developed into a discussion on
ways that leaders can nurture the
cultures they want to see in their
companies.
First, introduce a rotation system
in your organization. Creating the
opportunity for your people to try
their hands at different positions
not only keeps them challenged and
interested but gives them a chance
to explore where their real talents
lie. This also opens up avenues of
discovery in how to work together
to nurture those talents and create
a safe environment for everyone
involved.
Second, make diversity a priority.
Having a diverse and balanced team
plays a critical role in creating an
environment flush with innovation
and inspiration, which feeds directly
into a thriving company culture.
Third, cultivate openness and
transparency. Though it may require
that leadership step out of their comfort zone a bit, being open and honest
with your people can have a profound
effect on their motivation, as well as
their loyalty. Admitting weaknesses and
failures within the company allows
for issues to be dealt with head-on
and gets the whole company behind
the efforts to do so.

WARSAW

5 – 6 June 2018

Based on 20 years of successful experience in running
localization events and ten years in hosting the Games
Localization Round Table, the organizers of LocWorld
have created an open, transparent and honest event
dedicated to the games industry.

This conference focuses on
topics that are interconnected
in the games industry:

At the Game Global Forum, industry stakeholders can
meet to share their endeavors, successes, practices
and research in a collaborative manner, with the goal
of improving the industry through networking, sharing
insights and learning.

Localization

Interested in sponsoring or exhibiting?
Email sponsors@gameglobalforum.com.

Functional Testing
Localization Testing

gameglobalforum.com

SEATTLE

October 16-17, 2018
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GALA 2018 Conference weathers challenges to focus on success
The most notable star of the
GALA 2018 Conference in Boston
was a true force of nature. Literally! “Winter Storm Skylar” was
the third nor’easter in a two-week
span to strike the region and bring
blizzard conditions and several feet
of snow. And while Skylar made
for some epic odysseys, it couldn’t
dampen the enthusiasm of the 400+
attendees who met March 13-16,
2018, for GALA’s tenth annual
conference.
The conference theme was
“Delighting Global End-users — A
Mutual Goal for Mutual Success”
and the session content addressed
the many factors required to create
customer success. Sessions were
organized around shared challenges rather than by audience
type, meaning that technology and
service suppliers sat side by side
with enterprise localization managers to examine how their mutual
goal of pleasing the end-user could
drive collaboration and progress.
Topics like the role of big data, the
challenge of integrations and the

18
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future of localization services were
addressed, among others.
Stand-out sessions included a preconference workshop on TAPICC
(an open-source API initiative) plus
sessions on the main program such
as “Crafting a 21st-century Humanto-Human
Company
Culture,”
“Toward True Partnership: Upgrading the Traditional Client-Supplier

Engagement Model,” and the closing
keynote delivered by Phil Shawe of
TransPerfect.
As with other GALA conferences, the organized social activities promoted networking and
ensured a focus on communitybuilding and camaraderie. The next
GALA conference will be held in
Munich, Germany, in March 2019.

Internationalization &
Unicode® Conference
Local.
International.
Global. Unicode.

42

September 10-12, 2018
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Santa Clara, CA USA

REGISTER EARLY
TO SAVE!

For twenty-seven years the Internationalization & Unicode® Conference (IUC) has been the
preeminent event highlighting the latest innovations and best practices of global and multilingual software
providers. Please join us for our 42nd conference! This year’s event is being held on September 10-12, 2018 in
Santa Clara, California. Recent conferences have provided specific advice on designing software for European
countries, Latin America, China, India, Japan, Korea, the Middle East, and emerging markets.
The Internationalization and Unicode Conference® (IUC) is the annual conference of the Unicode Consortium
where experts and industry leaders gather to map the future of internationalization, ignite new ideas and
present the latest in technologies and best practices for creation, management, and testing of global web, and
multilingual software solutions.

Reasons to Attend Include:

.
.
.

Tutorials and sessions for beginners, to train you and your staff on basic practices and
implementation techniques for creating international software
Learn recommended solutions to difficult problems or sophisticated requirements from
industry leaders and experts in attendance
Find help from tool and product vendors to get you to market quickly and cost-effectively

MEDIA SPONSOR:

For up-to-date information or to register:

VISIT: www.unicodeconference.org/ml
E-MAIL: info@unicodeconference.org

Unicode and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

www.unicodeconference.org/ml
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F e a t u re d R e a d e r
Would you introduce yourself?
Zana Cizmin, Ciklopea, CBDO
Where do you live?
I live in Zagreb, the capital of Croatia. Originally, I come from Rovinj/
Rovigno, a town situated on a small
peninsula that shares a sea border
with Italy. It is a bilingual community, with both Croatian and Italian
as official languages. I remember
watching Japanese cartoons on
Italian TV. They were dubbed in
Italian and it was my first contact
with a foreign language.
My hometown was always a
charming tourist spot, a place
crowded with European tourists
during summer holidays. During my youth, I became more
and more interested in foreign
cultures and traveling: when
summer ended, all those people
went back to their homes. I imagined how their towns and cities
looked, and that made me start
traveling and exploring. Today,
I use most of my free time to
travel. I am totally convinced that
it makes my life last longer.
How did you get started in this
industry?
I started as a translator and
court interpreter over eight years
ago. Then I worked as a translation project manager with focus

on vendor management for a
short period of time, which led
me to sales and marketing. I have
learned a lot by changing positions, and it helps me bring the
complex localization processes
closer to the customer.
Also, I had the privilege to be
active in some industry initiatives
and associations, mainly with
the goal to connect with young
professionals who are faced with
entering the business world,
which may sometimes be cruel. I
am especially proud of Ciklopea
Summer School, a two-week
program presenting them with
insight into the world of

professional linguists. To connect
academia and the industry was
one of my drives for many years.
Today, in our ever-changing language community, I am focused
on recognizing the needs of the
market and working on the progress of the regional community.
What language(s) do you speak?
Croatian, Italian, Spanish and
English. I understand a great deal
of Serbian, Bosnian and Montenegrin — understand, but do not
speak. The languages are mutually intelligible but the general
recommendation is to always hire
a native speaker of one of them.
Whose industry social feeds
(twitter, blog, LinkedIn, Facebook) do you follow?
Of course, I follow Multilingual,
and also Nimdzi and Slator.

What do you like to do in your
spare time?
I travel, travel and travel. When
my neighbors meet me at the
parking lot, they ask me: where
next? In late October 2017, I visited
the US West Coast — it was a mix
of pleasure and business. Above
other things, we visited ten national parks in four states. After that,
nothing seems the same to me.
Why do you read MultiLingual?
It keeps me informed and
brings global trends to wherever
I am at the moment.

Order Your Copy of the
2018 ALC Industry Survey
Today at www.alcus.org
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News

Business

LanguageWire acquires Frontlab

LanguageWire, developer of a collaborative translation
platform, has acquired Frontlab, a provider of content creation, translation and proofreading software and services.
LanguageWire www.languagewire.com

Technicis acquires TextMaster

Technicis, a translation agency, has acquired TextMaster,
a provider of translation, copywriting and proofreading
services.
Technicis www.technicisgroup.com
TextMaster http://textmaster.com

Language Insight rebrands

Language Insight, a provider of language services, has
rebranded and launched a new website.
Language Insight www.languageinsight.com

People

Recent industry hires

The Alkemist Translation Company has hired Nikolina
Vujnović as project manager and Urša Rozman and Slađana
Ćetojević as project coordinators.
■■

Alkemist Translation Company www.translation-alkemist.com

ZOO Digital Group has appointed Raul Aldana as
creative director and producer for dubbing projects in
Latin America.
■■

ZOO Digital Group www.zoodigital.com

■■ Eurotranslate has hired Olivera Vasiljevic as a project
manager.

Eurotranslate http://eurotranslate.rs

Products and Services

ContentQuo

ContentQuo, an Estonian technology startup, has announced the public launch of its localization quality management platform that allows users to design any quality
profile with full MQM-DQF compliance.
ContentQuo www.contentquo.com

Delta

ZOO Digital Group, a provider of localization and media
production services for the entertainment industry, has introduced Delta, a new version control technology intended to
identify dialog changes in different proxies of TV and movie
content to speed up the dubbing and subtitling process.
ZOO Digital Group www.zoodigital.com

Clients and Partners

DeepL Pro integrated with
Across Language Server

DeepL Pro, a neural network system capable of translating any type of text, has been integrated with the Across
Language Server by Across Systems GmbH, a manufacturer of corporate translation management systems.
DeepL www.deepl.com
Across Systems GmbH & Inc www.across.net
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C al e n d ar

June
Wordfast Forward 2018

June 1-2, 2018, Cascais, Portugal

Wordfast, http://wordfast.com/conference/2018

MadWorld 2018

June 3-6, 2018, San Diego, California USA

MadCap Software, Inc., www.madcapsoftware.com/events/madworld

Localization PM Certification Workshop
June 4-5, 2018, Warsaw, Poland

The Localization Institute, https://bit.ly/2I57OP2

Game Global Forum Warsaw
June 5-6, 2018, Warsaw, Poland

Localization World, Ltd., http://gameglobalforum.com

LocWorld37 Warsaw

June 14-15, 2018, Brest, France

IMT Atlantique, http://conferences.telecom-bretagne.eu/grafematik

ABRATES IX

June 15-17, 2018, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
ABRATES, http://bit.ly/2phwoRm

Netflix Globalization

June 21, 2018, Los Gatos, California USA

International Multilingual User Group
www.meetup.com/IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/sccmwnyxjbcc

IJET-29

June 30-July 1, 2018, Osaka, Japan

Japan Association of Translators, https://ijet.jat.org

July

June 6-8, 2018, Warsaw, Poland

Complex Grammar Cases in JavaScript

SENSE 2018

International Multilingual User Group, www.meetup.com/
IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/sccmwnyxkbzb

Localization World, Ltd., https://locworld.com

June 9-10, 2018, ’s‑Hertogenbosch, Netherlands
Society of English-language professionals
https://sense-online.nl/public-conference

TAUS Industry Leaders Forum 2018
June 13-14, 2018, Amsterdam, Netherlands
TAUS, https://taus.net/events/conferences/
55-taus-executive-forum-amsterdam-2018
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July 19, 2018, Menlo Park, California USA

August

Translation Forum Russia

August 24-26, 2018, Ekaterinburg, Russia

Business Bureau of the Association of Interpreters, http://tconference.ru

Calendar

September
Content Marketing World

September 4-7, 2018, Cleveland, Ohio USA

Content Marketing Institute, http://contentmarketingworld.com

42nd Internationalization &
Unicode Conference (IUC42)

September 10-12, 2018, Santa Clara, California USA
Object Management Group, www.unicodeconference.org

ND Focus – Elia’s focus on
Project Management

September 13-14, 2018, Porto, Portugal

Elia, http://events.elia-association.org/nd-focus-pm-2018

ND Vienna

October 4-5, 2018, Vienna, Austria
Elia, http://elia-association.org/our-events

METM18

October 4-6, 2018, Girona, Spain

Mediterranean Editors and Translators
www.metmeetings.org/en/presentation:1032

TAUS Annual Conference

October 10-11, 2018, Vancouver, Canada

TAUS, www.taus.net/events/conferences/48-taus-annual-conference-2018

TAUS Data Summit 2018

October 15, 2018, Seattle, Washington USA

TAUS, https://taus.net/events/conferences/46-taus-data-summit-2018

SLAM!

September 15, 2018, Malmö, Sweden

Scandinavian Language Association, www.slamconf.com

ATC Language Industry Summit 2018

LocWorld38 Seattle

October 17-19, 2018, Seattle, Washington USA
Localization World, Ltd., https://locworld.com

September 20-22, 2018, Cardiff, UK

Google Assistant Going Global

National Identity in Translation

International Multilingual User Group
www.meetup.com/IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/sccmwnyxnbxb

Association of Translation Companies, www.atc.org.uk/conference/en

October 18, 2018, Santa Clara, California USA

September 24-26, 2018, Lviv, Ukraine

Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, University of Rzeszów
www.natid.ur.edu.pl/index.html

NORDIC TechKomm 2018

September 26-27, 2018, Copenhagen, Denmark
tcworld, https://nordic-techkomm.com

eLearning Africa 2018

September 26-28, 2018, Rwanda

ICWE GmbH, Rwanda Convention Bureau, www.elearning-africa.com

connecting your visions,
technologies and customers

Fit-For-Market Translator and
Interpreter Training in a Digital Age
September 28-29, 2018, Budapest, Hungary
Centre for Interpreter and Translator Training of the BME
https://etransfair.eu/fitformarket2018

IAPTI 2018

September 29-30, 2018, Valencia, Spain

International Association of Professional Translators and Interpreters
www.iapti.org/SPconference

October

Languages & The Media

October 3-5, 2018, Berlin, Germany

Information Creation · Translation/Localization
Desktop Publishing · Illustration/Animation
Automatic Publication · Information Retrieval
Process Automation · IT Services · Training · Consulting ...

www.star-group.net

ICWE GmbH, http://languages-media.com
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Column

Client Talk
Marriott International, Inc.
Terena Bell
Terena Bell is an independent journalist writing for
The Atlantic, Washington Post, Fast Company and
others. She is former CEO of In Every Language
and was on the GALA and ALC boards.

When do clients say professional translation is worth it? By
talking with clients outside the sales environment, we seek to
uncover what’s truly important to them. The challenge as we
move from one issue to the next with this column is to find patterns:
What do these interviews tell us about how clients see our industry as a whole?

Client

Sonia Zamborsky is director of product
field support and communications, digital
globalization for Marriott International, Inc.
The largest hospitality company on the planet,
Marriott has 30 distinct brands with hotels in
more than 110 countries.
Zamborsky travels for work and fun. In
2017, she went to London, Dubai, Seoul, Lima,
Buenos Aires, Milan and parts of Uruguay.
She says, “I'm not fluent in any language [other
than English] — Spanish comes closest — but
I do know how to say ‘cheers!’ and ‘where's the
bathroom?’ in at least a dozen.”

Sonia Zamborsky

A look at Marriott’s translation needs
Zamborsky oversees four different types of content. First there’s
property information and feature descriptions. Then there’s booking
info, like rates and room descriptions. Next comes website content:
brand, loyalty, merchandising/deals, meetings/events and corporate
info. Finally, there’s Marriott’s mobile app.
“My team supports fully-transactional (meaning you can shop,
book and conduct loyalty activities), in-language sites for over a dozen
languages,” Zamborsky explains, adding the total expanded after the
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Marriott-Starwood merger. Fourth
quarter 2017, her group also added
or enhanced sites in Italian, Korean,
Traditional Chinese and Arabic.
“Occasionally we'll send a Word
document or video for translation,
but that's rare for my team.”
Zamborsky’s next point of concern
is to revamp their entire translation
management system (TMS) and
bring it in-house. But to do that, she
says, “I have to get in line behind
everyone else asking for budget.”
As it happens, “the bulk of our
translation is done by vendors
and flows through our TMS,” she
explains. “We use an automated
translation workflow that covers
the four main types of content
described above.”
As for the budget, “Digital’s
budget is just over a million dollars,”
Zamborsky says. “Other departments have other amounts they
spend on translations and I'm not
privy to that.” She also indicates that
this budget may change moving
forward due to merging Marriott
and Starwood’s localization programs. “As you can imagine, it's
quite a process.

Does Marriott Digital
always send translation to
professionals?
Most of the time, yes: hotel/
booking content is almost always
sent to a translation company
“because of the volume” and “just
for the sake of expediency.” But
Zamborsky says that isn’t always
the case for other materials: “we do
offer properties the option to generate their own in-language content
for certain parts of their hotel
website, which may be provided by
bilingual staff or in-country agencies working on offline campaigns.”
This decision, Zamborsky says, is
discretionary: “for example, a hotel
in Germany might want to write
content for the German-speaking
audience that's slightly different
from what they've entered in
English. So they have the capability
to write that content directly in
German. The English content they
enter will be translated into the
other languages via the regular
workflow.”

So 1-5, how important is
professional translation?
“Definitely a 5,” she says, “assuming 5 is most important. Quality
in-language content is a critical part

of our business, particularly as our
international growth/distribution
begins to overtake our US growth.
From the digital perspective, it's
important to speak the languages
of our customers to increase brand
awareness, grow loyalty and — of
course — generate sales revenue.”

Looking for patterns
Zamborsky is the first buyer
profiled in Client Talk who seems
to understand what professional
translators offer that bilingual
employees can’t. Unlike companies
from past months, Marriott’s
bilingual staff doesn't abandon
their day jobs to localize. Why not?
What message has Marriott gotten
that the others didn’t?
If you look at Zamborsky’s
response, her entire process
heavily relies on using a TMS. In
fact, she’s the first client to mention translation management at
all. When translation is stripped
of process and seen only as the
sheer conversion of language, our
industry loses its value-add. But
by managing our services and
presenting that management inside
a technical framework, suddenly
we have, and convey, greater
purpose — a purpose clients can
understand. [M]
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Off the Map
Temporary cultures
Kate Edwards
Kate Edwards is a geographer and the principal consultant of
Geogrify, a Seattle-based consultancy for culturalization and
content strategy. She is also the former Executive Director of
the International Game Developers Association (IGDA).

Most people who know me well are aware that I absolutely
love to travel. It shows through my activities — just in 2017, I was
away from my home base for 50% of the year and I traveled the
equivalent distance of about five times around the circumference
of the earth via nearly 60 flight segments.
This desire is based on a strong spirit of wanderlust that was
cultivated in my youth on many summer family road trips throughout
North America. It undoubtedly had a considerable influence on
my career decision to become a geographer and cartographer.
To be honest, even at this point in my 30+ years career I never really
tire of the act of travel. And as many frequent travelers will tell you, it’s
easy to get into the travel routine that many infrequent travelers might
consider a burden — the packing, the airport transfers, getting through
security, knowing what amenities are best at which airports and so on.
The compulsion is fed in part by an insatiable sense of discovery, but
also a certain feeling of mastery over a process that can be fraught with
complications (and here I’ll recommend watching the 2009 film Up in
the Air for a pretty accurate perspective on business travel). For some of
us, even when we finally return home (which is always a good feeling), it
doesn’t take long before we start getting anxious to get back to the airport
and depart once again. And as for jetlag, well that eventually becomes
less significant (or nearly nonexistent) when you travel enough between
time zones; it’s as if your body eventually tells you “I give up! I don’t know
what time it is, and I don’t care — just please sleep at some point!”
But as a frequent traveler, geographer and culture geek, what fascinates
me most about travel is the degree to which we are exposed to what I call
“temporary cultures” during the act of traveling. From an academic perspective, a culture is a collection of customs, beliefs, social norms, behaviors
and material representations of a unique group. Cultures can be based on
a wide range of variables, but are most often seen as aligned with a specific
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geography (a country or region), an
ethnic group or a religious group.
Usually these cultures are cultivated
because they’re confined to a specific
geography in some manner, whether
by a boundary line, a mountain range,
a river or some other imposed limit.
In a similar manner, much of the
travel we experience is defined by
combining a group of human beings
together in some form of transportation container, such as a plane, boat,
car or train. These are well-defined
spaces with a specific purpose that
almost always come preloaded with
their own cultures — call them
rules and regulations — for how
the space is to be used and treated.
In a personal vehicle on a family
road trip, the rules might be less
explicit or strict. Until someone
crosses a line (usually a child) and
then mom or dad must define the
cultural boundary (“Stop asking are
we there yet?”). By contrast, public
forms of transportation are usually
much more regulated, primarily
for the purpose of everyone’s
physical safety, if not physical
comfort and peace of mind. But as
is universal with any spaces that
people inhabit, we all bring with us

innate behaviors and unique quirks
that can dramatically change the
experience from one trip to the next.
For the sake of illustrating a
temporary culture, let’s consider
the environment of an airplane.
The process of traveling by air, and
the planes in which we fly, creates
arguably one of the most controlled,
regulated spaces where temporary
culture is cultivated. The formation
of a culture is most dependent on the
presence of a common experience,
and as previously mentioned, this is
often assumed to be one’s geographic
location, nationality, ethnicity or
religious affiliation. But in our daily
lives, we are very regularly put into
situations of common experience
with other people and that spark of a
temporary culture often starts with
communication; a complaint about a
long queue at the store, a comment
about the current weather outside, a
compliment about someone’s clothes,
or perhaps an exclamation about the
local sports team’s latest triumph (or
failure). All it takes is that connection, and from there the foundation
for a temporary culture is laid.
During air travel, this dynamic is
perhaps most explicit. Passengers
waiting to board often chat with
one another about where or why
they’re going somewhere, complain
about a flight delay, compare
frequent flyer programs and so on.
Alliances and factions often organically form as individuals or groups
assert themselves in the process.
For example, a blatant social
class dynamic is engineered into
the temporary culture of planes,
between those who fly first class, business, premium economy or regular
economy. So at times there may be
unspoken (or even very vocal) disdain
for those who are privileged to fly in
first class versus those relegated to the
“cattle car” class of economy. We make
assumptions, draw conclusions and
establish biases about people based on

where they sit on the plane. Of course,
just because someone sits in economy
class doesn’t mean they’re not
“privileged.” There might be all kinds
of reasons why they’re in that seat.
But where temporary culture
really roots itself in a plane is at
the more local level — in a specific
set of seats, in a specific row and
in a small cluster of people. There
is an unspoken cultural etiquette
expected on planes, and how
someone behaves can either quickly
stabilize the cultural balance or
completely disrupt it. Let’s consider
a few common elements of the
temporary culture of planes.
First, speaking with fellow passengers. As I mentioned, communication is the foundation for igniting
temporary cultures, and often two
or more passengers will strike up
a conversation before boarding.
When it’s time to board, that quickly
ends, and life goes on — get to your
seat, get settled, relax. But when
you get to your seat, you now have
the option to communicate or not
with the person next to you. From
my years of excessive travel, I’ve
noticed that it tends to be an all or
nothing proposition. People either
say nothing to one another beyond a
simple “excuse me” or “thank you,” or
they seem to go all in and carry on
conversations of great length. These
discussions are also often quite
personal. They share many details
about themselves, their work, family,
history and health, and I think this is
often volunteered so readily because
they are at least subconsciously
aware of the temporary nature of
their cultural experience. I’ve also
noticed that oftentimes, neither person wants to offend by not talking,
so they wait for an appropriate break
to enforce the cessation, such as a
meal being served. Occasionally, that
connection may actually plant a seed
for continued interaction beyond
the flight, but that tends to be rare.
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& Localization Certification
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teaching style available
■
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■
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Second, seat etiquette. If you fly
in first or business class, this doesn’t
apply as much since those classes
come with a greater personal space
buffer. This is a key cultural differentiator for their social classes, because
in any plane, personal space is your
currency. But in economy class, it’s
a whole other world of managing
boundaries and encroachment.
Perhaps the most grievous offense
is leaning your seat back (especially
to the full extent), which can be
interpreted as the cultural equivalent
of “flipping the bird” (flashing the
middle finger) to the person behind
you. If you and the seat in front of
you were two countries, the seat
going back is a potential act of
war — an encroachment into your
territory that requires retaliation.
Some people bump the seat in front
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of them more, some punch the video
touch screen harder in the headrest
in front of them and some even buy
the special wedge devices that can
prevent a seat from being leaned back
(this is the geopolitical equivalent
of a “strategic defense initiative”).
Sitting in the middle seat: If
you’re unfortunate enough to sit in a
middle seat in a row of three or four
seats, there’s often a battle over who
uses the armrests. Some people don’t
care or don’t need them and will
concede that battle from the start.
Others are insistent on asserting
their sovereignty over the armrest
at all costs, and may go to great
lengths to ensure their arm will not
move — except perhaps until they
go to the toilet, in which case the
battlefield is reset. And if you aren’t
aware, there’s a “sympathy rule” for

people in the middle seat: let them
have the armrests; it’s bad enough
to have to be in the middle of a
human sandwich for a few hours.
I could go on and on with this
example, but I find that the most
fascinating aspect of temporary
cultures is the fact that they’re
temporary. You can develop a
rapport with a seatmate on a
plane for a ten-hour transatlantic
flight, learn a lot of in-depth
information about one another,
and perhaps even share snacks or
drinks. But like a great beautiful
bubble that can disappear in an
instant, such is the fate of most
temporary cultures the moment
the travel experience is concluded.
On a plane, as soon as that front
door opens, pop! The temporary
culture vanishes to history and
our “normal” lives return as
we get on with our business.
Like any cultural experience we
choose to experience, whether deliberate (which is often the point of travel)
or accidental, we hopefully depart that
bubble with a greater understanding
of our fellow human beings. We heard
an inspiring story, we learned about
an amazing family, we lamented a
tragic circumstance or we shared in a
hopeful new start in another location — all the common victories and
challenges of life. Temporary cultures,
whether on a plane or elsewhere, are
a foundation for how people relate to
one another as human beings — not
as citizens of a specific country, or
from a specific race, or practicing a
specific faith. That’s a key reason I
love travel, because I get to experience so many of these temporary
cultures where our true commonality as human beings shines through,
agnostic of the formal boundaries
that often divide us and allowing
every one of us to embrace the fact
that at our most fundamental level
of existence, we’ll always be far more
similar than we are different. [M]

Focus

Finding the right partner
to produce videos
for global primetime

Rebecca Ray
Rebecca Ray is a senior analyst at independent market research firm Common Sense Advisory (CSA
Research). For over 15 years, CSA Research has provided research findings based on verified statistical data, proven methodologies and insight from experienced analysts. Ray’s primary research focus
at CSA Research is enterprise globalization, multilingual SEO and global product development.
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ompanies continue to make more room in their localization budgets to deliver increasing volumes of video. The number of social media users worldwide is predicted to be more than three billion
in 2021. Digital marketers focus on creating more video content to support messaging via mobile —
especially among younger consumers. Using new technology powered by artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning, marketers can generate the voices to accompany the images.
But what if you don’t have much
experience in video localization?
How do you go about vetting possible partners for this content format, especially if much of what your
company produces is not ready for
global primetime?

Do your homework first,
then contact your LSP
When a product demo or a marketing video suddenly appears out
of nowhere needing to be localized,
resist the temptation to immediately
request a quote from your language
service provider (LSP). Invest a bit of
time to think about how this content
fits into your organization’s overall
global content strategy. This exercise
prepares you to manage the many
moving parts that make up video
localization projects. Focus on the
following seven areas:
1. Will this video be useful internationally? How do target audiences
differ from those in your domestic
market? Is the video a priority for
in-country offices or partners? Will
local employees feel left out if there
are no subtitles? Local prospects,
customers, investors and employees
will find you on video if you exist via
social media anyway. Therefore, it’s
only worth the effort and expense to
localize multimedia content if your
organization is ready to capitalize on
the local language interactions and
requests that it will generate.
2. What is your process for capturing and integrating local market
perspectives? Will in-country offices
or partners participate in the original
design for the video, or will you retrofit? Do you expect LSPs to provide
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input on adaptation requirements for
any of the markets? Who needs to
sign off at what points in the process?
Your answers to these questions
will influence how you organize the
video’s localization and how successful the international versions will be.
3. What are your budget constraints? Multimedia components
are relatively expensive to localize.
In addition, technical solutions
vary widely in terms of cost. Vendor
candidates can help identify and
price possible options based on your
targeted audiences.
4. What educational resources
are available to bring you up to
speed? Learn basic terminology
so that you can speak intelligently
with vendor candidates. Multimedia
localization experts often provide
educational material on their websites. If you’re not familiar with this
space, review information from
companies that appear when you
search for terms such as “multimedia localization services” or “video
Technically related

localization services” (or their nonEnglish equivalents). Some focus
on digital marketing content, others
on games localization or eLearning.
Zero in on the ones that highlight the
type of video content in which you’re
interested.
5. What questions should you ask
to vet possible vendors? First, find
out if your current LSP is equipped
to handle your video needs — many
LSPs provide multimedia services,
but fewer specialize in it. If you’re
sourcing digital marketing content or
planning to produce more than one or
two videos over the next year, engage a
vendor that specializes in multimedia
production with its own recording studio. Why? Because the marketing and
video production agencies engaged by
corporate marketing groups generally
outsource the video localization piece
of the project anyway. Managing a
specialist LSP directly usually saves
time and money as long as you ensure
consistency in terms of messaging,
style and terminology.

Workflow related

Business related

What do you require from us
in terms of file formats? How
should we deliver them to you?

Can you provide us with design
guidelines for people responsible for the creative briefs?

How do you decide whether subtitling, voiceover or dubbing is the
most appropriate for a video?

Can you provide options for
machine translation (MT) or textto-speech (TTS)?

What is your typical workflow
for subtitling vs. voiceover vs.
dubbing?

What can we do on our side to keep
production costs in check? What
happens if we want to make a
change after the video is complete?

Do you have your own recording
studio? If so, how is it equipped
and staffed? If not, who is
responsible for production?

Will you choose the voices for
voiceover and dubbing, or will
we? Who will be in the recording
studio during the session?

Can you provide three reference
customers with projects similar to
ours (ideally, one each for subtitling, voiceover and dubbing) and
a URL to your video portfolio?

Sample questions to establish your LSP’s video localization expertise.
Source: Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
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6. How much effort will it take
to prepare the video for localization? Assess how much thought — if
any — went into designing the video
for international viewers. Is the text
separate from or integrated with the
graphic components? Do actors speak
directly into the camera? Are localized
screenshots available? Does the video
introduce cultural taboos that may
cause problems in other markets? Your
video localization partner will ask you
several questions in order to gauge the
level of retrofitting required.
7. Who are the players? You will
probably work with more people than
you’re accustomed to, especially for
projects that require voiceover or dubbing: original content designers and
creators, voice talent, translators and
reviewers who specialize in translating for video (they take timing and
synchronization into account during
script and caption translation), linguistic coaches for recording sessions,
recording engineers, project managers
and video producers from the original
production house, and in-country
reviewers for the script. Some of these
people may work for or be contracted
by LSPs, while others may be employed
by video design and production firms,
or marketing agencies. Voice talent
will often record in different studios,
depending on their location.
Video localization can be an
expensive
and
time-consuming
endeavor. However, it’s an extremely
effective way to provide bite-sized,
easily digestible content about your
organization’s mission, products and
services for international markets.
The current transition to mobile
and the ongoing growth of emerging
middle classes worldwide continue to
drive an increasing volume of video
content. The implication for localization managers? You need to make
more room in your budget for video
localization and work closely with
LSPs that offer that service to spend
your money wisely. [M]

Term

Description

A/B testing

“A” and “B” refer to the two pieces of content or the two processes that are
being tested. Both are identical except for one variation. For example, a
localized video based on the same script, with version A subtitled and version
B produced through voiceover. Alternately, a subtitled video based on two
different scripts: one a straight translation and the other adapted for a specific
market.

A/V localization

A/V stands for audiovisual.

Closed captioning

Viewers can turn this type of subtitling on and off. Suitable for platforms like
Netflix, QuickTime, RealPlayer and YouTube. Good for SEO because search
engines crawl them. Requires compatibility with video players, so confirm local
market requirements. Also called “closed caption subtitling.”

Dubbing

When a video is dubbed, the original voice track is replaced with another that
delivers the dialogue in a different language. There are three types:
• Simple dubbing: The dialogue is not synced to the original actor’s lip or
mouth movements.
• Synchronized dubbing: The replacement speech is synced as closely as
possible with the original person’s lip and mouth movements — referred to as
“lip-syncing.”
• UN-style dubbing: A second or two of the original soundtrack is heard, after
which the volume is turned down just enough so that the voice(s) in the target
language can be heard.

Multimedia localization

This term is used to refer to video localization.

Narration

The narrator of the video remains off-camera and explains what is being
presented to the viewer.

Open captioning

The original source dialogue or narration is translated into another
language and reproduced as captions at the bottom of the video screen.

Production company

This is a third-party company that provides engineering and production services
for making videos. It may also offer creative services to support clients in their
original design and storyboarding. Also called “video [design and] production
company.”

The original script is translated so that the length of each phrase, sentence, or
Strict time constraints (STC) section fits within time codes based on the original language. The voice artist
recording
performs to match the timing of the original delivery as closely as possible.
Subtitling

The original source dialogue or narration is translated into another language and reproduced as captions at the bottom of the video screen.

Text-to-speech (TTS)

Text-to-speech software converts written text to spoken words or speech. It
can replace voice actors to reduce the cost of video localization.

Video localization

This is the process of rendering the audio and visual components of a video
into a different language (also referred to as “multimedia localization”).

Voiceover

The original voice track is replaced with another delivering the narration
in another language. The replacement speech may or may not be synced
with the original person’s lip and mouth movements (referred to as “lipsyncing”).

Wild recording

The voice artist delivers the script at a natural pace. Post-production engineers make it match the source delivery as closely as possible.

Learn some basic terminology before approaching providers of video localization.
Source: Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
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Cherokee and technology
From the printing press to audiovisual apps

Jeff Edwards
Jeff Edwards is a language technologist for the Cherokee Nation in
Tahlequah, Oklahoma. He has worked at the Cherokee Nation with
the Cherokee language in some capacity for 17 years, and has a
degree in visual communications from Northeastern State University.
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elieve it or not, the Cherokee Nation,
located in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, has always
been on the cutting edge of new technology.
Over the last eight years, the tribe’s Cherokee Nation Language Technology department,
which collaborates closely with the tribe’s translation office, has worked with the largest technology companies in the world. A Cherokee
language version of Windows was developed
for Microsoft and is the only tribal language
supported by Microsoft in its North American
products.
The tribe worked with Apple to have a font and keyboard be included as part of the operating system on
all iPads, iPods and iPhones, providing users the ability
to communicate in the Cherokee syllabary using these
devices. The tribe has also been translating Facebook as
a crowdsourcing project, where anyone speaking the language is allowed to submit a translation and the translation with the most votes wins. Even the Google homepage
features a virtual Cherokee keyboard, and offers Gmail
translated into the Cherokee language.
But adopting the latest and greatest technologies is
nothing all that new for Cherokees. They have always
been quick to adopt the latest technologies of the time.
Why? To communicate using their own language among
each other as well as share it with others from afar.
The Cherokee Nation has its own unique writing
system called the Cherokee syllabary. This syllabary was
invented by Sequoyah (ᏍᏏᏉᏯ), roughly between the
years 1809 and 1821, and it was officially adopted as the
writing system of the Cherokee Nation. Sequoyah was a
silver smith living in Cherokee country, which originally
included parts of North and South Carolina, Tennessee,
Georgia, Alabama, Kentucky, West Virginia and Virginia.
Sequoyah’s original syllabary design was a cursive-styled
writing system. According to written accounts, weeks
after the syllabary’s introduction to the Cherokee community, the majority of Cherokees were literate in the
Cherokee language.
The cursive syllabary was later simplified thanks to
the Cherokee Phoenix, a bilingual newspaper published
by Cherokees. The cursive syllabary was difficult to create a typeset mold for, so a modern, refined version was
invented and is still used today. The first issue of the Cherokee Phoenix was published February 21, 1828, and was
printed in both English and Cherokee. The stories told in
English were often not the same stories in Cherokee.
The paper was used as a tool to fight removal efforts by
the US government to relocate tribes to Indian Territory,

Typesetting blocks for Cherokee printing.

now present-day Oklahoma. Though the removal did
ultimately occur, the Cherokee Phoenix, after some brief
periods of quiet, is still in publication today.
Having the ability to print a syllabary, Cherokees
published bibles, hymn books, arithmetic books, almanacs, tribal laws, constitutions and various periodicals
throughout the nineteenth century. Over one million
pages of Cherokee language text were printed on Cherokee presses. Upon Oklahoma statehood in 1907, Cherokee
print operations were shuttered, but later in the twentieth
century, printing in syllabary was revived. Handwritten
personal correspondence in syllabary never stopped
being produced despite the lack of formal printing operations. These documents are still referenced today for lost
words and also as teaching tools.
Once they reestablished their communities and tribal
governance, Cherokees began seminary schools, which
taught both male and female students of any race, something no other school in the United States did at the time.
Courses included Greek, Latin, German and French; chemistry, botany, geology, astronomy and zoology; geography,
US and English history, political economy and philosophy,
just to name a few. These schools were considered elite and
students received a first-rate education.
In 1886 the Cherokee Nation was the first to establish a
phone line west of the Mississippi River. Using trees along
the roadway, they strung phone lines from Tahlequah to Ft.
Gibson, roughly 30 miles, to connect the two towns. Once
the connection was made, one Cherokee speaker spoke to
the other and it was noted that this technology “speaks our
language,” and was quickly adopted by the tribe.
In the early to mid-twentieth century, the latest writing
technology was typewriters. In the 1960s, a Hermes 3000
typewriter was produced that featured the Cherokee syllabary. Since there were 85 Cherokee syllabary characters
in use, numbers, some punctuation and other characters
had to be eliminated from the keyboard. In the mid-1970s,
the Cherokee Nation worked with IBM to create an IBM
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Selectric Typewriter ball in syllabary.
Unlike the Hermes typewriter using
an arm system, the Selectric used a
rotating ball that not only allowed for
more characters, but also different
sized fonts to be created by changing
out the ball.
In the late 1970s computers were
starting to be the new thing. Famous
font designer Hermann Zapf, who
was a pioneer in typography with
many of his fonts still in use today,
began designing a Cherokee font for
computers, but the font was never
completed. So even in the 70s nonCherokees saw the willingness of the
Cherokee people to adopt any type of
writing technology for the syllabary
and were attempting to utilize technologies of the time.
In the mid-1980s the word processor was the craze. So the Cherokee
Nation contracted with a company in
Louisiana to develop word processing
software in Cherokee. The very first
word-processed document in syllabary was presented to Chief Wilma
Mankiller in 1987. This technology
was used until computers began to
outnumber word processors.
In the early 1990s, computers were
beginning to become commonplace,
and Cherokee fonts began to appear.
The first Cherokee font for desktop
publishing was called Whitepath,
designed by Franklin McLain and
Al Webster. In 1993, a Cherokee
syllabary font was developed by
Yale student Joan Touzet, which
would provide the foundation for the
Cherokee Nation’s own font, released
in 1999.
But with the fonts came issues.
For example, if you typed an email
and sent that message to someone
who didn’t have the Cherokee font
installed, it just showed up as seemingly random English characters
since the Cherokee glyphs in the font
were mapped onto English character
places. Also, different iterations of
the Cherokee font were created as
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Working in Office Online in Cherokee.

Windows 8 settings in Cherokee.
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Typing on an iPhone in Cherokee.

small updates were made, so even if
you had one version and someone
else another, it still caused issues. The
cause of the issue: the Cherokee character set was not Unicode compliant.
In early 2000, Cherokee was formally encoded into Unicode after an
application was made by the Cherokee Nation. If a person had a font such
as Plantagenet Cherokee installed on
their computer and they emailed a
user who only had the Digowehli font
installed on their machine, for example, the Cherokee syllabary could be
displayed correctly, since both fonts
are Unicode compliant. Thus, communication barriers as far as what
fonts to use were no longer a problem.
In 2007 the Cherokee Nation
began using MacBooks in the Cherokee Immersion Charter School.
This is a school where no English is
spoken and all subjects are taught in
the Cherokee language. Why Mac?
In 2003 Apple added a Cherokee

Cherokee multimedia on Instagram.

keyboard and font to the Macintosh
operating system, version 10.3.
Interestingly enough, the Cherokee Nation did not ask them to do
this. Most technology firms use the
Unicode standard to see which languages are and are not encoded, so
languages that do have encoding are
easier to support in software. Apple
founder Steve Jobs appreciated
typographic design and calligraphy,
and it was rumored that he found
the Cherokee syllabary intriguing
as a writing system. Students at the
immersion school receive a Mac laptop beginning in second grade, and
continue to use the computer until
they leave the sixth grade and go on
to middle school.
In 2009 Facebook opened its
interface to be localized into Cherokee via a crowdsourcing project.
Anyone is allowed to join the
Facebook translation application
as a Cherokee user. Translations

for terms were submitted by users,
and whichever translation received
the most votes from the Cherokee
community became the official
translation displayed on Facebook’s
interface. Facebook is ever-changing and updating and is still being
translated today.
Also in 2009, Cherokee Nation
Language Technology began a collaboration with Apple to develop a
font and keyboard for the iPhone.
When Apple released iOS 4.3 on
September 9, 2010, over 40 million
iPhones had the ability to display and
type in Cherokee. Unlike what most
think, this is not an app the user needs
to download. It is actually a part of
iOS itself. All the user has to do is go
to the device system settings, add the
Cherokee keyboard, and they have
Cherokee on their iPhone. Since all
Apple mobile products run on iOS,
the iPad and iPod also have Cherokee typing and display capabilities.
When this occurred, Cherokee was
the first Native American language
represented on any smartphone or
tablet. This allowed users to easily
post photos and videos in Cherokee, including to active Instagram
accounts.
It was at about this point that those
of us in Language Technology started
to see an interesting shift. In the early
to mid-2000s when language technology first began to integrate Cherokee
and technology, we received not so
much a push back from the Cherokee community, but rather a simple
question: “why is this necessary?”
Most fluent Cherokee speakers are
over the age of 40, and so they really
saw no need for technology and the
Cherokee language to mix.
However, being able to communicate on a broad spectrum of devices
in our native tongue was one of many
ways to help revitalize our language.
We knew that children’s lives today
largely revolve around technology.
So, after the Cherokee keyboard and
May/June 2018
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font were introduced on the iPhone, we began visiting the
Cherokee Immersion School to let the kids play with the
new devices. Then we thought maybe we could bridge the
gap from young to old by having the students text and email
questions and greetings to elders. It instantly clicked. With
tears in their eyes, some of our elders wanted an iPhone!
They saw the usefulness of technology; it allowed them
to communicate with Cherokee youth and not only guide
them but teach them the Cherokee language.

Continuing on
In 2011 Cherokee Nation Language Technology partnered with Google to translate the Google homepage.
Along with this, Google also wanted to develop a virtual
keyboard. This way, if a user didn't have a Cherokee keyboard installed, they could use the virtual keyboard. After
the completion of the Google homepage in 2012, Gmail was
localized and released in Cherokee. And in 2014, Android
5.0 was released, which introduced Cherokee syllabary
support. The user just needed to download a third-party
keyboard from the Google Play store. As of 2018, Google
has developed a Cherokee keyboard so the user no longer
has to download the third-party keyboard.
In 2012, the Cherokee Nation partnered with Microsoft
and began the largest localization project to date. Microsoft wanted a Cherokee graphical user interface (GUI) version of Windows 8. Approximately five Cherokee Nation
staff translators and nine contract translators worked on
this project over an 18-month period, and around 500,000
words were translated. The end result was a Windows 8

Google's homepage in Cherokee.
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Preserving tribal language with audiovisual aids
In addition to text-based technology, some tribal languages make heavy use of audiovisual aids
to preserve and teach their language. They may,
for example, record elders speaking and then illustrate the topic or words with images, as in this
YouTube video of Salish featuring the names of
animals. Salish is an endangered language family
of the Northwestern United States. Salish-speaking tribes such as the Spokane and Kalispell have
shared and continue to share language-preserving resources with each other, including how to
best record elders.

translation entirely in Cherokee. The user would download a Language Interface Packet (LIP) and after installing
it, the entire operating system was in Cherokee.
Since the Cherokee Nation was successful with
Microsoft Windows, the tribe was next approached by
the Microsoft Office team. They wanted us to translate
OneDrive, formerly known as SkyDrive. A user can log
into OneDrive and access Cherokee versions of Word,
PowerPoint, Excel and so on for free, and all they need is
a Microsoft account. In January 2014, Microsoft released
the first version of OneDrive in Cherokee. This is a continuing project with Microsoft as updates occur monthly.
Next Microsoft asked that Windows 10 be translated
into Cherokee. Even though Windows 8 was completed this
was still a large project because so many new features were
being offered. This project has been completed but updates
are still being translated daily.
Aside from working with technology companies, Language
Technology also develops Cherokee posters, activity books
and other teaching tools to promote the Cherokee language.
With all the work that has been accomplished with all
the major technology companies, it is important to mention
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For more information
To view/download anything created by Language
Technology visit: www.cherokee.org/About-The-Nation/
Cherokee-Language/Downloads. All material is open
source and can be used in any capacity.
Cherokee Nation Language Technology is made up of
Jeff Edwards, language technologist; Zachary Barnes,
language technology assistant; and Wade Blevins,
language technology assistant. The Language Technology program is one component of the tribe’s Cherokee
Language Program, which also includes the translation
office, Community Language Program and the Cherokee Language Teacher Training Program. Roy Boney Jr.
served as language technology specialist prior to becoming manager of the Cherokee Language Program.
For any questions on how you can start the process of
using technology to promote your language send us a
message and we will help in any way we can. For general
language inquiries, please email language@cherokee.org.

that not one penny was spent by the
Cherokee Nation to make this dream
a reality. It was free! Minus the salaries
of the employees working on the project, the technology companies picked
up the tab for all of this work.
When we go to do a presentation
somewhere we always start with a
disclaimer at the beginning of our

talk: “here at Language Technology
we are not computer programmers,
typographers or MIT graduates. We
are actually artists. Minus typing up
a Word document, sending some
emails and maybe swapping out a
hard drive here and there we have
no experience in this field.” This
always gets a laugh, mainly because

the audience thinks we are joking.
But in truth, between the three of
us working at Language Technology
combined, none of us has experience
in this line of work. And it proves
that just because you don’t have the
experience to make something happen, it doesn't necessarily mean you
will fail. [M]
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Multimedia localization
Think globally, act locally

Alexander Ivanovich Leshchinsky
Alexander Ivanovich Leshchinsky is the CEO at
Effectiff Translation Agency. He is a cofounder
of Moscow Translation Club and launched the
Cloud Interpreter project some years ago,
which provides remote interpretation through
video means.
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ontrary to popular belief, a successful product
implementation in a new market no longer depends
solely on product quality. A well-weighted and professionally designed presentation of the product for
the new region has also become key to success.
Almost everything may be understood as the product here,
from mass consumption products to multimedia content.
Today, high-quality localization of the latter is of the essence.
Although localization is often confused with translation or
adaptation, there is a big difference in the application area and
implementation quality. Adaptation is a broad and general
concept that may include content of any kind. Translation is
just one content adaptation method.
As anyone in the industry knows, translation is a rather
superficial adaptation aimed only at sending a key message to
the consumer. Language localization is a more complex and
multistaged process that takes into account cultural aspects
of the new market, including consumers’ mentality, discourse
and world perception.
To date, creation of large international projects is based on
two concepts: globalization and localization. The first arises at
the planning stage, when the developers try to erase cultural
barriers as much as possible so that the product may be easily
adapted into different language and cultural environments.
Localization comes up immediately upon launching the product to a new market. LISA (Localization Industry Standards
Association) classified localization into five segments: linguistic, physical, business, cultural and technical. Moreover, both
processes are closely interconnected, and often a product not
globalized at the development stage cannot pass through the
localization phase either. To globalize means to elaborate a
project and the ways of its promotion based on the specific
nature of the multinational audience. This will help to save
huge localization costs for each particular country and region.
Most often, language localization goes in line with bringing
multimedia content to a new market. Several types of content
for localization can be distinguished:
games
online training
movies, TV series and TV shows
advertising, websites
The localization process often comes down to translation
(voiceover) of movies, series, video games, websites or software. Working with texts is certainly easier as the additional
insight information can be simply put as a note. However,
even localization of book texts greatly depends on the skills
and creativity of a translator. Allen Carr’s words seem to
be a perfect example here: “Once I typed chaste instead of
chase.” In a translation of this sentence, a Russian-speaking
reader would not understand how such a typo could happen,
as in Russian these words spell out quite differently. So, the

•
•
•
•

translator footnoted that line, explaining the difference. True
localization would involve finding two similar Russian words
also differing by one letter.
Audio/video localization requires even more painstaking
work. Mere translation of dialogues making them as clear as
possible is not enough. You have to write scripts, select suitable dubbing actors (with appropriate voices) who can voice
the material in-studio. Localization of games is even more
complex than movies, as the plot may develop individually for
each player. In contrast to films lasting about 90 minutes and
having all the dialogue consistent, in video games you need
to translate a huge amount of material that will be voiced at a
certain moment in the game, or may not be played at all.
In the case of the voiceover, technically, quality of dubbing
plays a crucial role for the audience’s content perception.
The most expensive and professional is full dubbing. This
approach is supposed to give the feeling that the characters
speak the language native to the viewer. During translation,
words and phrases are selected in a manner to achieve lip
synchronization. With dubbing, the original soundtrack is
removed and another is recorded. The story scenes in games
sometimes have character communication voiced in full
dubbing mode, with all intonations preserved and the text
synchronized with the facial expressions of the characters
and movements of their lips. For translators, this is very laborintensive work. This kind of dubbing may cost at least $100
per minute.
Voiceover translation is a simpler and less expensive option.
This is when a translated soundtrack is laid over the original
one. However, the quality of the voiceover translations varies
greatly, from delayed single-vocals to high-quality synchronized multivoiced tracks put on the muted original track.
Finally, the simplest technologically is subtitling. In this
case, there is no need to record in the studio or hire actors
to dub. Many localizers prefer subtitles, as they keep the real
voices and intonations of actors. This technique is frequently
used in online training, an industry that is rapidly growing.
In the West, there are many companies involved in content
localization. These companies involve translators, actors,
sound engineers, huge voice databases and sound effects.
Both distributors and manufacturers can be responsible for
the localization of large projects. It is sometimes easier for
the giants of the film and gaming industry to hire localization
services from a specialized company than to send source
materials to each country. How does it happen? A client
provides video materials and scripts (detailed scenarios of
the episodes with time and speaker indicated). Sometimes
a multitrack is provided, consisting of several audio tracks,
including a voice track, background noises or musical accompaniment. In such cases, the voice track is replaced, and other
noises are rerecorded to a certain number of audio tracks. It
can be vice versa — the noise is added from the existing files
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(sound of rain, snow crunch) or specially recorded in the studio, and sound
effects such as reverberation (working
with sound intensity, echo effect) can
be superimposed.
In addition to the linguistic and
technical elements, the cultural
aspect is also essential. The release
of computer games or a movie may
be delayed or prohibited in the
country if the content is contrary to
the ideological or national values.
Here, as a rule, problems are caused
by the issues of history, religion,
political correctness or geopolitics.
For example, one famous computer
game was banned in Korea because
it depicted a very quick capture of
the Korean Peninsula by the Japanese
army. Despite the historical accuracy
of this fact, the Koreans felt that it
was a disgrace to the national image.
Finally, localizers had to add a patch
showing long battles of the brave
Korean army against the Japanese
invaders.
Currency conversion, symbolism,
the attitude toward colors or sounds of
different cultures — these make up a
small portion of the nuances that must
be considered when localizing a product in a new market.

Another aspect that is specific for
video game localization is the multiple choice of possible texts, often
implemented by variable substitution.
For example, the game interpreter
will not be surprised by a phrase like
“{bossName} deals {number} damage and {whatHappens} {toWhom},”
where the first variable is taken from
the list of possible enemies, the second
is the number, the third describes the
possible consequences, such as “kill,”
“maim,” “wound,” “have the enemy on
the run,” “makes the enemy think" and,
finally, the fourth indicates the target
of the impact. In Russian, nouns and
adjectives alter their form depending
on the case in which words are used in
the sentence, sometimes it is necessary
to invent entirely new clauses that have
nothing to do with the original ones
in order to have all variables (parts of
the sentence) at their correct places
and in nominative case (“who does”
and not “with whom somebody does
something”).
Sometimes we also have no idea if
the character is male or female (and it is
good enough if we can ask the customer
about it, though it also happens that the
same phrase is pronounced by both
male and female characters). In Russian,

the form of predicate often depends
on the gender of the subject; however,
there are ways to avoid it. Therefore, an
experienced translator often begins to
speak in gender-neutral phrases even
in real life. It is an occupational hazard!
At the same time, words that are
substituted for variables can be located
in a completely different place in the
shared database and can be used many
times in a variety of phrases.
Some developers now take into
account the fact that their games will
be released in different languages and
include, for example, separate phrases
(that are the same in English) for male
and female.
Here, funny moments may occur.
As game localization expert Oleg V.
Martynov explained to me, he once had
to translate a book in which the main
character appears with a space admiral
between the chapters to discuss what
is happening. There were hundreds of
English phrases such as “Admiral got
up,” “Admiral sat down” and “Admiral
said.” In Russian, this equates to “admiral vstal,” “admiral sel” and “admiral
skazal.”
However, in the last chapter, the
character says to the admiral: “Thanks,
mom.” Surprise! It turns out that the
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admiral is a woman. We learned this
at the same time the reader did, and
with the same wonder. It would not
have happened in Russian, as we immediately understand what gender the
character is with the help of verb form
in the past tense that ends in [a]. What
could we do? The option to rewrite “the
admiral said” as “admiral skazala” is
impossible, as the reader is supposed to
find out who the admiral is only at the
end.
We thought a lot about it, and the
editor offered an idea: to rewrite these
scenes in the present tense. “Admiral
says” and “Admiral sits down” becomes
“admiral govorit” and “admiral saditsya”
regardless of the gender of the Admiral.
So we found our way out.
Still, there are realities that our readers are unfamiliar with and it is necessary to think these through.
If it's something like “hit a home
run,” then we need to find some known
idiom. However, taking into account
that the idiom should meet the context,
it is clear that if we replace the game
baseball (baseball is not popular in
Russia) with the game gorodki, a reader
would understand what we meant to
say. However, this would throw a reader
out of the cultural context. If the game

is all about baseball, it is to be hoped
that the target audience is familiar with
these realities.
The translation should be adapted
to the target audience, or at least the
translator should be aware of it. Who
is the target audience of the product
in Russia? For example, if the product
does not have any rigid cultural references, we can replace any well-known
American characters that are barely
known to our players by other characters in jokes.
If the characters mention Zodiac,
the serial killer, we can replace him with
Chikatilo, but if it takes place in the
USA, we will replace him with Charles
Manson. Because we do not know the
Zodiac killer, and people in the United
States do not know Chikatilo. However,
Manson is known to everyone.
Cultural adaptation is all about
how to make the content as close to
the meaning of the original sources as
possible.
Filmmaker Oleg Dorman made
a wonderful movie about translator
Lilianna Lungina. He told a story from
his youth, when he had been a student
of her husband, Sima Lungin. He and
Sima had been sitting together in the
kitchen writing a script. In the midst

of this process Lilianna came in, upset.
She had been translating something in
the next room, and said: “You know,
the character has some kind of “hamburger,” and I have no idea what it is. He
carries it around the airport.” Sima suggested: “I believe this is a cloak.” “That's
what I'll write,” said Lilianna, “He had
his hamburger over his arm.”
She went out.
After a while she came in again and
said in a strained voice: “He ate it.”
Localization for a particular audience is not just a translation, but a
meaningful interpretation of the material on a different cultural level. Not
every ordinary interpreter may cope
with this mission. Such work requires
a creative approach and high intelligence. For games, it is better to avoid
gender-based attributes for the players
to increase the audience of users. Also
take note of the age of potential players
and many other factors.
In the future, localization may also
be affected by user-generated content.
Perhaps, in the future, bloggers will
localize their content to attract new
audiences. This may be especially suitable for blogs where content is based on
general concepts as beauty, children's
content and so on. [M]

Burning subtitles in a video? Do it for FREE!
Here’s how easy it is to burn subtitles into your video with VideoLocalize’s
new subtitling tool:
1. Upload your video and transcript
2. Press “Start” and …
3. Presto! You’ll see subtitles in your video!
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Blockchain, games and
the localization industry

Dean Anderson
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Dean Anderson is a cofounder of Gamestatix, a social platform
for the cocreation of PC games that recognizes, encourages
and rewards user contribution.
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In an increasingly globalized world reliant on

online collaboration, borders have lost some of
their relevance.
The early wonders of the internet allowed workers to
collaborate not just in different cities, but between different countries — a form of decentralization that has fueled
the growing proportion of self-employed homeworkers in
the global workforce.
Before the internet age, the passions and skills of individuals could rarely be commonly shared unless people
with similar interests lived in the same physical community. Simply put, geography was the biggest hurdle in
preventing the pooling and sharing of talent, knowledge
and creativity the world over.
In the connected world, on the other hand, it is possible for
borderless workforces to blossom.

Blockchain and the global workforce
Information held on a blockchain exists as a shared database — the database itself isn't stored in any single location,
making it public and easily verifiable. Many people can see
the same piece of data at the same time, even as it updates
second by second from various locations around the world.
Blocks are linked together and privacy is secured using
cryptography.
By incorporating blockchain into the world of work,
from recruitment to collaborative labor, to the financial
and contractual agreements between employer and
worker, the work process can become more productive,
efficient and democratic.

Deloitte’s 2017 Human Capital Trends survey suggests
that employers must adapt to meet the challenges of global
mobility by creating for a global workforce infused with
“digital DNA” and a working environment that enables
productivity and uses innovative technologies.
Sam Fletcher, head of intelligence at international
executive search firm 6 Group, predicts that by providing
“a database of people with experience and skills codified
to accurately record their abilities,” the blockchain would
simplify the time-intensive manual human resources
recruitment process.
By facilitating a system of temporary employment, blockchain ensures fairness between workers and employers.
Foresight and technology trends researcher Aida Ponce
Del Castillo affirms that the recruitment industry can use
blockchain “at a much lower cost than existing systems.”
PodOne, an autonomous decentralized contact center
network, also believes that “the unbeatable advantages of
blockchains” can be used to create “a truly global, truly
open and truly democratic workforce and employment
solution.”
Blockchain will be a way of responding to an increasingly
globalized workforce that will blossom alongside the evolution of global mobility.

Blockchain and the localization industry
With a blockchain-facilitated, collaborative global
workforce on the horizon, the localization industry should
be optimistic — it is primed to revolutionize the world of
work for its own people and set the precedent for other
industries too.

DTP
Multimedia
E-Learning
Voice-Over
Localization Engineering
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And considering the constant technological advancements we’ve seen
in recent decades, who knows what
shape the localization industry could
take in ten years’ time.
If the many inspiring forms of
borderless online collaboration so
far have taught us anything, it is that
possibilities in the connected world
are truly endless.
Former Pentagon analyst Greg
Kerr believes that the transparency
of blockchain will offer a “strong
counter punch” to states without a
free press, and with a controlled and
manipulated flow of information on
social media.
Blockchain will have “the greatest
impact on local cooperation,” Kerr
believes.
“Peer-to-peer idea and news sharing
will help solve localized problems with
localized solutions. This horizontal
information and solution sharing will
usher new levels of sustainable collective problem-solving.”
If blockchain’s transparency is
able to help countries crowdsource
solutions to problems such as labor
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exploitation, environmental challenges and stifling political regimes,
more countries will be able to take to
the global stage.
For the localization industry, this
will result in an increased global workforce that is democratized, engaged and
informed.
However, the use of cryptocurrency
could accelerate this evolution even
more rapidly.

Cryptocurrencies,
transparency and equal pay
Despite their volatility, the appeal
of cryptocurrencies lies in the fact that
they are decentralized and universal.
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While governments and banks have
largely rejected cryptos, I think they are
wrong to overlook the potential of the
concept.
With blockchain acting as a digital
ledger to verify transactions, ensure
transparency and prevent fraud, the
potential of purely digital currencies is
massive.
By using blockchain-facilitated peerto-peer cryptocurrency payments and
transactions, employers are able to pay
anyone, anywhere in the world, making
it also possible to hire anyone, regardless of the geographical location and
ultimately tap into a global talent pool.
It would also allow for consistency
in pay across the world, helping to
tackle geographical inequality and
giving workers the means to bypass
economic turmoil in their countries of
residence.
Such collaboration and the ability
to access a global talent pool may be
crucial to the future of many industries
in the UK, from finance to technology, particularly in light of projected
worker shortages post-Brexit.
I expect to see many new careers
arise through the growth of blockchain
and cryptocurrencies, with people
able to monetize and be rewarded for
their skills and contributions, particularly when they are making someone
else richer.
For instance, the profit of social
media companies comes through the
exploitation of their users’ immaterial
labor — hoarding data and selling
behavioral information, demographic
statistics, purchasing and web browsing history.
Now, “privacy concerns, censorship, and a coming ban on cryptocurrency ads” are driving away content
creators from the likes of Facebook and
YouTube, Bloomberg has reported.
For social networks, the adage, “If
it’s free, the product is you” could not
be more true. But with recent revelations around the data harvesting from
firms like Cambridge Analytica, newer
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models may have to offer something
more than a free product in exchange
for data.
All forms of contributions to capital — not merely the financial contributions of shareholders — deserve to
receive some reward, and blockchain
can help ensure this.

By rewarding user contributions,
we can build detailed user profiles
detailing where a user has earned
rewards and through what activity.
This information would be available
to developers, allowing them to invite
members of a carefully curated community to collaborate.
Having access to a detailed
directory would allow developers to modularize development by
searching for and inviting users to
collaborate based on their skill sets.
So, depending on the game's stage of
development, developers with limited resources can decide which areas
to focus on themselves, and which to
outsource to an engaged and talented
community.
If a developer doesn't have the
money to buy user-generated content,
they can instead license it and pay royalties to the owner.

Millions of players would love to
be playtesters, and indeed, millions do
so unpaid. There simply aren’t enough
playtester jobs out there, and opportunities for playtesters are limited by
geography — something that makes
little sense given that the internet can in
many cases make geography irrelevant.
Being a playtester could result in an
income supplement akin to a casual
Airbnb host for some. For others, parttime passions could become full-time
careers.
Applying the blockchain to the
games industry is but one example of
how it can be used to transform old
practices. With the ever more sophisticated use of blockchain technology,
we can expect to see an empowered
global workforce grow on a far wider
and more advanced scale, which may
help the localization industry thrive like
never before. [M]

How blockchain can be applied to the games industry
To use our company as an example,
our platform will reward players with
tokens for playtesting and reviewing
games, and creating and sharing social
content. These tokens can be used to
purchase games in the platform or be
freely traded in crypto exchanges.
This may restructure costs for developers. Ecosystems like this could allow
developers access to a global workforce
of millions of players to help in the cocreation of games.
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Global games production
in the age of continuous
development

Fabio Minazzi has been into localization of interactive media since
1992, dealing with text, audio and video contents at Philips Interctive
Media. After founding Binari Sonori, he dealt with software localization projects for Sun, Oracle, Peregrine and Adobe for a decade. He
is currently global head of Keywords Studios' localization services.

Video games are a global phenomenon. The

continued proliferation of internet access and
mobile devices is expanding both the demographic
of gamers and geographic penetration of games.
The globalization of gaming has opened a wealth
of opportunities for developers and localization
teams alike. While content has become increasingly complex and new genres and form factors
48
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have emerged, the development cycle has also
changed dramatically, with a significant impact on
how localization is conceived and executed.

Back when titles shipped exclusively in a physical format,
the development cycle ended as soon as a game went “gold.”
The developer delivered the finished game in a master disc to
the replication plant, which then manufactured and shipped
it to game retailers, in large quantities. Usually, the finished
product would be relatively bug-free with no additional

Focus
content. In some cases, extra content
came in expansion packs and released
in a similar manner, localization’s
main challenge was to produce all
languages at the same time, allowing
for simultaneous release (simship) of
the game into a number of territories.
However, with the popularization
of digital downloads, it has become
relatively easy to implement changes
and add extra content to games. Ultimately, this extends the overall life span
and development life cycle of a game
since the developer’s responsibilities
no longer end on its release date. Leading game companies have figured that
they need to do more to keep players
engaged after launching their titles,
and are gradually pivoting to a games
as a service model (GaaS).

Continuous development
drives continuous localization
Continuous development implies
that new contents are created on a
regular basis. This sets the stage for
continuous localization, a relatively
new process, which has made major
inroads in mobile and web apps and
is gradually being adopted in other
industries. Continuous localization
is an offshoot of agile development,
whereby new content translations happen in-line with constant updates of
game projects. Teams working around
the clock with coordination centers in
different time zones are now becoming
an essential solution. The benefits of
continuous localization include allowing localization teams to start the
translation cycle earlier, reducing
release date unpredictability and avoiding redeployment costs and risks.
In broader terms, localization
includes the adaptation of all assets to
the target locales: text and graphics as
well as audio. High quality localized
voiceover is an integral part of AAA
games and is used to reproduce the
immersion created by virtual environments in virtual reality games. For audio
the parallel development of scripts and

voice contents implies that the translation and dubbing have to move in sync
with the source assets. Full access to the
latest text and audio assets is therefore
essential to evaluate the status of the
game and plan the integration and
quality assurance phases at any time.

Key tools for
global development

Let’s review the main tools that
developers can rely on to build a development environment able to efficiently
and orderly produce and integrate
multilingual content.
Game engine with multilingual
support: The game engine is a framework used to build games efficiently.
They usually include an editor to design
level maps, a scripting component for
the game logic and a content manager.
There are many popular game engines
on the market such as Unity, Unreal,
Game Maker Studio and Godot aimed
at different segments, from indie to
AAA developers. The checklist of a
good engine now includes the functions
to export/import localizable assets with
a click, the ability to easily encode,
represent, sort and manage text in different writing systems, including Asian,
Cyrillic and Arabic systems.
Multilingual content management system (CMS): A multilingual
CMS is the centerpiece of the global
development cycle. It allows easy
and efficient tracking of content in
multiple languages. The versatility of a
multilingual CMS dedicated to games
development is measured in terms
of its ability to store strings with tags
in any type of language, its capacity
to provide context information that
won’t be used in the game (side lines,
pictures, metadata), the possibility to
add custom tags to manage suitable
workflows, the support of application
programming interfaces for connection to game engines and the availability of a number of filters to seamlessly
import/export data in standard formats. Such systems can be installed on

1.

2.

premise for maximum security or in
external servers and used as software
as a service (SaaS) in the development
ecosystem.
If well-conceived, a CMS for game
development allows the developers
to access the system in order to easily
extract strings to be translated and
reintegrated back into the engine. The
same contents, if adequately tagged,
can then be used by testers to flag
issues on the strings, thus allowing the
maintenance of dynamically changing
strings in an orderly manner, with a
very fast turnaround.
The role of the CMS is not to be confused with that of translation memories.
Translation memory (TM): A
TM aids translation teams by recycling
previously translated texts whenever
suitable. The TM database stores both
the source text and the corresponding translated text in language pairs.
A TM stores words, sentences and
paragraphs in unit-like segments
within a database, and suggests the

3.
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most suitable one to the translator.
TMs then integrate with word processors, computer-assisted translation
tools, and terminology management
systems for optimal results. While
a TM is an essential tool to recycle
what was already translated in the
past, thus improving consistency and
speed, a TM does not maintain the
history of each individual asset in the
game.

The case of Asian global
game development
There are a number of cases where
the game uses not one but two source
languages. This is typical in games
developed in Asia first and then
exported to the West. In this case
there is one Asian source language
(Japanese, Chinese or Korean) used
to obtain other Asian languages and
the English language, which is the
source for translating into other languages like French, Russian, Brazilian
Portuguese and so on.
To address this further complexity, there are CMSs (such as XLOC)
that can link two asset databases in
a waterfall configuration. This allows
the separate but synchronized management of the two linked databases:
Database 1 (DB1) manages the Asian
source and the English target, and
Database 2 (DB2) manages English
as the source and the remaining
languages as the targets. The link
between DB1 and DB2 allows us to
compile the latest source and target
data in DB1 and trigger an English
source update to DB2. The propagation action can be initiated by the
project manager, who determines
when the English is ready for release
to the translators in DB2.
Such a sophisticated CMS ensures
that all changes for both DB1 and DB2
are tracked and searchable, so that
translators and managers are fully
informed and act accordingly. Also,
when setting up a waterfall project,
string metadata are maintained and
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Globalization/localization features

Tool
Game engine

• Properly display and use multilingual assets in-game
• Reference localized assets stored in folders dedicated to locales
• Export of source assets, import localized assets

Content management
system (CMS)

• Version tracking of source and localized assets for multilingual processing
• Customize workflow to allow Dev/Loc/QA teamwork
• Provide a single control center for the status of all contents

Translation memory (TM)

• Provide translators a professional translation interface
• Store the translation for each segment and recycle existing translations
• Provide easy access to glossaries to ensure consistency
• Allow translators/reviewers teamwork to ensure quality

consistently carried over from DB1
to DB2.
The saving of time and gain of control are evident. The CMS becomes
an essential production tool when
development (and localization) iterations are repeated. Further enhancements for speed and visibility in each
stage of development are:
• Combined visibility of translation
progress for all languages and status
tracking.
• Edit capabilities for Japanese to
English.
• Edit capabilities for English to
Western languages.
• Compilation of all latest source
and translated data into one delivery.

Common mistakes
The request for process optimization often comes from the localization
team tasked to manage the synchronized production of a number of
multilingual assets created by teams
distributed around the world. Common process issues include nonfinal
source texts, inconsistent text and
audio assets, and the churn of translation and dubbing bugs arising from
builds made with outdated assets.
As a result, the localization team
often selects a TM to provide a common collaboration platform to serve
the translators, while the need is actually for a CMS that serves as a content
repository for all stakeholders.
Other times there is the expectation that the CMS is the environment
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where translation happens, acting as a
TM. This does not work either, due to
lack of the complex translation-specific
features like sophisticated glossary
management, and ergonomic translation surfaces, collaboration environments allowing hundreds of translators
to quickly interact with the TM.
It is safe to say that given the actual
state of the industry, all three tools
above are essential for the modern
development life cycle of global games,
and communication between them is
one of the areas where optimizations
could be achieved.
Global game production is one of
the most exciting activities in the digital
world. Never static, it has changed
every year over the past four decades.
Localization has become integral in the
production process, and this is especially true when continuously deploying games to a global fan base, whether
via PC, console or mobile.
Allowing creative choices to be
made at a late stage in production and
being able to iterate the localization
process on a daily basis require a good
technological and organizational setup.
The combination of game engine, CMS
and TM can help to propagate new
content across a number of locales
with minimal effort and maximum
focus on both contents and cultural
relevance. As the industry develops, a
deeper integration of all processes will
continue to be required, bringing the
different stakeholders together in an
efficient and coordinated effort. [M]

Bu siness

Creative destruction in
the localization industry

Ameesh Randeri
Ameesh Randeri is part of the localization solutions department at Autodesk and manages the vendor and linguistic quality management functions. He has over 12 years of
experience in the localization industry, having worked on both the buyer and seller sides.
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The effects of the digital revolution can be felt across the
spectrum. The localization industry is no exception and is
undergoing fast-paced digital disruption. There is a confluence of technology in localization tools and processes that are
ushering in major changes.

“All changes, even the most longed for, have their
melancholy; for what we leave behind us is a part
of ourselves; we must die to one life before we can
enter another.”
— Anatole France

The localization industry: Drawing parallels
from the Industrial Revolution

The concept of creative destruction was derived
from the works of Karl Marx by economist Joseph
Schumpeter. Schumpeter elaborated on the concept in his 1942 book Capitalism, Socialism, and
Democracy, where he described creative destruction as the “process of industrial mutation that
incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure
from within, incessantly destroying the old one,
incessantly creating a new one.”

“To exist is to change, to change is to mature, to
mature is to go on creating oneself endlessly.”
				
— Henri Bergson

All of us are familiar with the Industrial Revolution. It
commenced in the second half of the 18th century and went
on until the mid-19th century. As a result of the Industrial
Revolution, we witnessed a transition from hand production methods to machine-based methods and factories that
facilitated mass production. It ushered in innovation and
urbanization. It was creative destruction at its best. Looking back at the Industrial Revolution, we see that there were
inflection points, following which there were massive surges
and changes in the industry. For textiles, the inflection point
was the invention of the spinning jenny. For transportation,
it was the invention of the steam engine.
The fifth Schumpeterian wave of innovation has brought
about massive advancements in digital networks, software,
information and communication systems and so on. The
localization industry has benefited from these advancements.
Prior to the Industrial Revolution, garments and textiles
were generally homemade and the process was extremely
manual and inefficient. Translation has historically been a
human and manual task. A translator looks at the source text
and translates it while keeping in mind grammar, style, terminology and several other factors. The translation throughput is limited by a human’s productivity, which severely
limits the volume of translation and time required. In 1764,
James Hargreaves invented the spinning jenny, a machine
that enabled an individual to produce multiple spools of

What began as a concept of economics started being
used broadly across the spectrum to describe breakthrough
innovation that requires invention and ingenuity — as
well as breaking apart or destroying the previous order. To
look for examples of creative destruction, just look around
you. Artificial intelligence, machine learning and automation are creating massive efficiency gains and productivity
increases, but they are also causing millions to lose jobs.
Uber and other ride hailing apps worldwide are revolutionizing transport, but many traditional taxi companies
are suffering. The industrial revolution was an example of
a manifestation of creative destruction across industries
in a short span of time. Millions lost their livelihoods, but
industry transformed and in the process, millions of new
jobs were created. Textile manufacturing output rose exponentially and a new era of transport came about.
The process of creative destruction and innovation is
accelerating over time. To understand this, we can look at
the Schumpeterian (Kondratieff) waves of technological
innovation.
We are currently in the fifth wave of innovation ushered
in by digital networks, the software industry and new media.

Schumpeterian wave acceleration
Water power
Textiles
Iron

FIRST WAVE

1785

SECOND WAVE

1845
60 years
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Electricity
Chemicals
Internal combustion engine

Steam
Rail
Steel

THIRD WAVE

1900
55 years

Petrochemicals
Electronics
Aviation

FOURTH WAVE

1950
50 years
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Digital networks
Software
New media

FIFTH WAVE

1990 1999
40 years

30 years

2020
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threads simultaneously. Inventor
Samuel Compton innovated further
and came up with the spinning mule,
further improving the process. Next
was the mechanization of cloth weaving through the power loom, invented
by Edmund Cartwright. These innovators and their inventions completely
transformed the textile industry.
For the localization industry, a similar innovation is machine translation
(MT). Though research into MT had
been going on for many years, it went
mainstream post-2005. Rule-based and
statistical MT engines were created,
which resulted in drastic productivity
increases. However, the quality was
nowhere near what a human could
produce and hence the MT engines
became a supplemental technology,
aiding humans and helping them
increase productivity.
There was a 30%-60% productivity
gain based on the language and engine
that was used. There was fear that
translators’ roles would diminish. But
rather than diminish, their role evolved
into post-editing.
The real breakthrough came in 2016
when Google and Microsoft went public with their neural machine translation
(NMT) engines. The quality produced
by NMT is not yet flawless, but it seems
to be very close to human translation.
It can also reproduce some of the finer
nuances of writing style and creativity
that were lacking in the rule-based and
statistical machine translation engines.
NMT is a big step forward in reducing
the human footprint in the translation
process. It is without a doubt an inflection point and while not perfect yet, it
has the same disruptive potential as the
spinning jenny and the power loom.
Sharp productivity increases, lower
prices and since a machine is behind
it, the volumes that can be managed
are endless. And hence it renews concerns about whether translators will be
needed. It is to the translation industry
what the spinning jenny was to textiles,
where several manual workers were

replaced by machines. What history
teaches us though is that although
there is a loss of jobs based on the existing task or technology, there are newer
ones created to support the newer task
or technology.
Before the 1860s, steel was an
expensive product because of the difficulty and complexity in making it.
Similarly, the localization process has
its fair share of complexities. There
are multiple factors involved, such as
source formats; hundreds of content
creators within a company, a lot of
manual touchpoints — file transfers,
schedule and cost tracking, merging
translated content back into source, to
name just a few.
The complexities in the process
reduce efficiency and productivity.
This means that companies face severe
restrictions in going global or expanding quickly into a broad set of languages
since it would require a lot of resources.
In the steel industry, two inventors
charted a new course: Abraham Darby,
who created a cheaper, easier method
to produce cast iron, using a cokefueled furnace and Henry Bessemer,
who invented the Bessemer process,
the first inexpensive process for massproducing steel. The Bessemer process
revolutionized steel manufacturing by
decreasing its cost, from £40 per long
ton to £6–7 per long ton. Besides the
reduction in cost, there were major
increases in speed and the need for
labor decreased sharply.
The localization industry is seeing the creation of its own Bessemer
process, called continuous localization.
Simply explained, it is a fully-connected
and automated process where the
content creators and developers create source material that is passed
for translation in continuous, small
chunks. The translated content is
continually merged back, facilitating
continuous deployment and release. It
is an extension of the agile approach
and it can be demonstrated with the
example of mobile applications where

latest updates are continually pushed
through to our phones in multiple
languages. To facilitate continuous
localization, vendor platforms or
computer-assisted translation (CAT)
tools need to be able to connect to client systems or clients need to provide
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CAT tool-like interfaces for vendors
and their resources to use. The process would flow seamlessly from the
developer or content creator creating
content to the post-editor doing edits
to the machine translated content. The
Bessemer process in the steel industry
paved the way for large-scale continuous and efficient steel production. Similarly, continuous localization has the
potential to pave the way for large-scale
continuous and efficient localization
enabling companies to localize more,
into more languages at lower prices.
There were many other disruptive
technologies and processes that led
to the Industrial Revolution. For the
localization industry as well, there
are several other tools and process
improvements in play.
Audiovisual localization and
interpretation: This is a theme that
began evolving in recent years. Players
like Microsoft-Skype and Google have
made improvements in the text-tospeech, speech-to-text arena. The text
to speech has become more humanlike though it isn’t there yet. Speech-totext has improved significantly as well,
with the output quality going up and
errors reducing. Interpretation is the
other area where we see automated
solutions springing up. Google’s new
headphones are one example of automated interpretation solutions.
Automated terminology extraction: This is one that hasn’t garnered
as much attention and focus. While
there is consensus that terminology
is an important aspect of localization
quality, it always seems to be relegated
to a lower tier from a technological
advancement standpoint. There are
several interesting commercial as well
as open source solutions that have
greatly improved terminology extraction and reduced the false positives.
This area could potentially be served
by artificial intelligence and machine
learning solutions in the future.
Automated quality assurance
(QA) checks: QA checks can be catego-

•

•

•
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rized into two main areas – functional
and linguistic. In terms of functional
QA, automations have been around for
several years and have vastly improved
over time. There is already exploration
on applying machine learning and artificial intelligence to functional automations to predict bugs, to create scripts
that are self-healing and so on.
Linguistic QA on the other hand
has seen some automation primarily in
the areas of spelling and terminology
checks. However, the automation is
limited in what it can achieve and does
not replace the need for human checks
or audits. This is an area that could benefit hugely from artificial intelligence
and machine learning.
Local language support using
chatbots: Chatbots are fast becoming
the first level of customer support for
most companies. Most chatbots are still
in English. However, we are starting to
see chatbots in local languages powered by machine translation engines
in the background thus enabling local
language support for international
customers.
Data (big or small): While data
is not a tool, technology or process by
itself, it is important to call it out. Data
is central to a lot of the technologies
and processes mentioned above. Without a good corpus, there is no machine
translation. For automated terminology
extraction and automated QA checks,
the challenge is to have a big enough
corpus of data making it possible to
train the machine. In addition, metadata becomes critical. Today metadata
is important to provide translators with
additional contextual information, to
ensure higher quality output. In future,
metadata will provide the same information to machines – to a machine
translation system, to an automated
QA check and so on. This highlights the
importance of data!
The evolution in localization is nothing but the forces of creative destruction. Each new process/technology
is destructing an old way of operating

•

•
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and creating a new way forward. It also
means that old jobs are being made
redundant while new ones are being
created.

A glimpse into the future
“Change is the law of life. And
those who look only to the past
or present are certain to miss
the future.” — John F. Kennedy

Let us meld these seemingly disparate but innovative technologies and
processes together. What do we get?
The overarching process is what you
would call continuous localization. The
starting point is the content creation
process and this could be performed in
multiple source control tools.
There would be a way to configure
the process and specify parameters
such as content type, languages, frequency of translation, turnaround
time, machine translation engine
to be used and so on. The content
would be continually extracted into
the translation pipeline based on new
content created or changes made. An
automated terminology extraction
process would run, sending extracted
terminology to a terminologist, who
would pick term candidates and send
these for translation. In parallel, the
content would be machine translated
using MT engines (neural, statistical
or rule-based) and then sent for postediting to vendor translators. Once
finalized, the translated content would
go through automated QA checks and
a QA sheet would be published. The
QA-ed content would be sent back to
the source control tool for continuous
deployment.
Independently, you would have the
translated and approved terminology being pushed into the translated
content. You would also have quality
audits and feedback coming in from
customers, end-users that you would
integrate. Lastly, all the systems and
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processes would be interconnected
and the data would be visible on
dashboards. Systems would send
automated alerts in case of issues or
failures. Customer support would be
provided in local language using chatbots powered by MT engines.
This is a rather simplistic way of looking at the entire process but, essentially,
we are already staring at this reality.
A seamless, automated, configurable
workflow that is as close to push button
as the current technology stack allows.
It is a workflow and process that allows
humans and technology to complement each other and work together to
increase efficiency and productivity.
Taking this a step further, let us
look at the human touches in the
process that we just described. In the
longer term as technology evolves,
I think we would be able to reduce
or eliminate those elements as well.
Things like terminology translation
or QA audits or defect fixing, I believe
could be automated as machine learning and artificial intelligence evolve.
The role of humans will be to configure processes and tools, manage and
maintain them, monitor the process
and manage relationships with internal and external stakeholders.

The evolution of localization
departments and localization
vendors
“I can't change the direction of
the wind, but I can adjust my sails
to always reach my destination.”
— Jimmy Dean

Johan Aurik, CEO and chairman of
A.T. Kearney presented a paper at the
World Economic Forum titled “The
Case for Automating Leadership.”
The title is cheeky but the point being
made was not that leadership can be
automated. Rather, there are tasks of
leaders or managers that can be fully
automated so that they can focus

their time on things that humans are
better at — relationship management,
issues requiring judgement, creativity
and so on.
When we look at all the technologies and process improvements in the
localization industry, we can see that
leadership is being automated as well.
A project manager or program manager used to spend time setting up the
localization process, deciding on the
translation process, QA process, vendor to use, creating schedules, manually
shuttling files from content creator to
vendor to reviewer and back and forth
several times, working on the release
of the product or asset, following up
on feedback from customers and so
on. Localization engineers would set
up projects in the CAT environment,
manually or via a parser, extract localizable content and push it into the CAT
tool. Since file formats were not localization friendly, a lot of time was spent
on reverse engineering and reengineering, defect fixing and so on.
Continuous localization is close to
a push-button process and in the midto long-term, we surely will see something that is push button. Content
creators will be able to self-service
and set up localization processes
with assistance from localization
teams. Content will flow directly to
post-editors and back. Manual file
hand-offs will cease, schedules will
become redundant, QA and terminology processes will run independent of
the translation process, reverse and
reengineering will decrease or cease,
bugs and hence bug-fixing should see
a decline as localization friendly file
formats and engineering methods are
adopted. As localization teams on the
buyer and seller sides gradually adopt
such a fully automated process, the
team setups will morph as well.
Since a lot of the ideas that we
discuss are technology driven, we will
see an expansion in technical teams
on both the seller and the buyer sides.
The traditional roles of project man-

agement, localization engineering,
translation and localization QA will
shrink. Buyers of localization services
with strong technical teams may
create their own localization tools,
platforms and MT engines. However,
a vast majority of buyers that do not
have this expertise will increasingly
rely on the sellers to fill this gap.
Hence, sellers will need to adapt into
strong technology companies. They
will have to go beyond the traditional
localization engineering that involved
scripting and automating small pieces
and evolve into technology experts
dabbling in big data, machine learning, neural networks, platforms, APIs
and so on. Sellers that were technology
service providers and expanded into
the localization business may have
an edge depending on how quickly
they pivot their strategy and decide to
invest into localization technology.
An interesting idea could be a panindustry effort to create an open source
localization platform. There have been
similar efforts in the past on linguistic
quality processes or other parts of the
process but this would be larger and
more beneficial. Any and every buyer
and seller could contribute as well as
use the platform. They could contribute
by creating APIs and micro-services for
doing a variety of tasks such as globalization checks, process configuration,
segmentation, machine translation,
terminology extraction, text-to-speech,
speech-to-text, QA automation, business intelligence, analytics and more.
How far is this future? Well, the
entire process is extremely resource and
technology intensive. Many companies
will require a lot of time to adopt these
practices. This provides the perfect
opportunity for sellers to spruce up
their offering and provide an automated
digital localization solution. Companies
with access to abundant resources or
funding should be able to achieve this
sooner. This is also why a pan-industry
open source platform may accelerate
this transformation. [M]
May/June 2018
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Associations
Globalization and
Localization Association
Association of
Language Companies

The Association of Language Companies (ALC)
is a national trade association representing businesses that provide translation, interpretation,
localization, language testing and language training services. The association provides valuable
information to members and nonmembers with
its industry survey and with updates on government issues, industry trends and standards. From
online forums to in-person events, ALC brings
together the people who lead these companies so
that we can all learn from each other. ALC works
hard to give companies opportunities to find each
other for collaboration, networking, knowledge
sharing and mentoring.
Association of Language Companies Rockville, MD USA
(240) 404-6511
Email: info@alcus.org, Web: www.alcus.org
Ad on page 20

European Language
Industry Association (Elia)

Elia is the European not-for-profit association
of language service companies with a mission to
accelerate our members’ business success. We
do this by creating events and initiatives that anticipate and serve our members’ needs in building
strong, sustainable companies, thereby strengthening the wider industry. Elia was founded in
2005 and has since established itself as the leading
trade association for the language services industry in Europe.
Elia Brussels, Belgium
Email: info@elia-association.org
Web: http://elia-association.org
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The Globalization and Localization Association (GALA) is a global, nonprofit trade association for the language industry. As a membership
organization, we support our member companies
and the language sector by creating communities,
championing standards, sharing knowledge and
advancing technology.
Globalization and Localization Association
Seattle, WA USA
+1-206-494-4686
Email: info@gala-global.org
Web: www.gala-global.org

Associations
Automated Translation
Conferences
Consulting Services
Desktop Publishing
Education
Enterprise Solutions
Localization Services
Localization Tools
Nonprofit Organizations
Terminology Management
Translation Mgmt Systems
Translation Services
Translation Tools
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Conferences

Automated Translation
Game Global Forum
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.

For more than four decades, SYSTRAN has been
the market leader in language/translation products
and solutions, covering all types of platforms from
desktop to internet to enterprise servers. To help
organizations enhance multilingual communication and increase productivity, SYSTRAN delivers
real-time language solutions for internal collaboration, search, ediscovery, content management, online customer support and ecommerce along with
automatic speech recognition and optical character recognition. SYSTRAN is the leading choice of
global companies, defense and security organizations and language service providers. SYSTRAN
is the official translation solutions provider for the
S-Translator, a default-embedded app on the Samsung Galaxy S and Note series.
Languages: 130+ language combinations
SYSTRAN Software, Inc. San Diego, CA USA
+1 858 457 1900
Email: marketing-americas@systrangroup.com
Web: www.systrangroup.com
Ad on page 46

Born from LocWorld’s successful Game Localization Round Table, Game Global Forum gathers the main stakeholders in game globalization
(from design to testing) in the same place and
time to share their endeavors, successes, practices and research in a collaborative manner. The
goal of this two-day event is to help improve the
gaming industry through networking, sharing
insights and learning. Game Global Forum is
steered by an advisory board of high-level professionals from the industry. Check our website for
details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World, Ltd. Sandpoint, ID USA
Email: info@gameglobalforum.com
Web: http://gameglobalforum.com
Ad on page 17

®

®

Internationalization
& Unicode Conference

For over 25 years the Internationalization &
Unicode® Conference (IUC) has been the preeminent event highlighting the latest innovations
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and best practices of global and multilingual
software providers. Join us in Santa Clara to contribute your ideas and experiences working with
natural languages, multicultural user interfaces,
producing and supporting multinational and
multilingual products, linguistic algorithms,
applying internationalization across mobile and
social media platforms, or advancements in
relevant standards.
The Unicode Consortium Mountain View, CA USA
+1 408-401-8915
Email: rick@unicode.org
Web: www.unicodeconference.org/ml-bg
Ad on page 19
LocWorld-standard-logo.pdf
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LocWorld

LocWorld conferences are dedicated to the
language and localization industries. Our constituents are the people responsible for communicating across the boundaries of language and
culture in the global marketplace. International
product and marketing managers participate in
LocWorld from all sectors and all geographies
to meet language service and technology providers and to network with their peers. Handson practitioners come to share their knowledge
and experience and to learn from others.
See our website for details on upcoming and
past conferences.
Localization World, Ltd. Sandpoint, ID USA
208-263-8178
Email: info@locworld.com
Web: https://locworld.com
Ad on pages 6-7

Consulting Services
LocalizationGuy, LLC

LocalizationGuy, LLC, is a consultancy serving buyers and providers of language services.
We help companies that buy language services
to identify and deploy optimal localization solutions to fit their needs. We offer veteran expertise as our clients navigate the many personnel,
process and technology decisions involved
in running effective localization operations,
whether in-house or through external localization vendors. LocalizationGuy also helps language service providers formulate business
goals, develop and implement sound business
strategies and launch strategic marketing efforts.
LocalizationGuy is led by a 20-year localization
industry veteran and former chairman of the

Globalization and Localization Association.
LocalizationGuy, LLC Minneapolis, MN USA
612-986-3108
Email: info@localizationguy.com
Web: www.localizationguy.com

Desktop Publishing

Global DTP

Global DTP s.r.o., based in the Czech Republic, offers professional multilingual desktop publishing
and media engineering solutions to the localization industry. Over the past 15 years, Global DTP
has become one of the leading DTP/multimedia
companies. We have been delivering high-quality
and cost-effective services for at least eight of the
top 20 LSPs and many other companies/agencies.
Due to our extensive experience in localization and
knowledge of the prepress, media and publishing
industries, our team of 20 in-house professionals
handles more than 1,000 projects every year. Our
core services are multilingual desktop publishing,
multimedia and eLearning engineering.
Global DTP s.r.o. Brno, Czech Republic
+420 3 574 709
Email: info@global-dtp.com, Web: www.global-dtp.com

Education

Quality Training in
Localization & Global Marketing

The Localization Institute is the leader in educational advancement in the field of localization
— the adaptation of products and services for international markets. We organize comprehensive,
vendor-neutral conferences (LocWorld and Brand2Global), seminars and round tables where participants gain insights that help their companies better
succeed in international business. In addition, The
Institute has partnered with top universities and
professional associations to develop comprehensive
certification programs in localization project management, quality management, internationalization
and global digital marketing.
The Localization Institute Madison, WI USA
608-826-5001
Email: kris@localizationinstitute.com
Web: www.localizationinstitute.com
Ad on page 27

Enterprise Solutions

STAR Group
Multiple Platforms

STAR is a leader in information management, localization, internationalization and globalization
services and solutions such as GRIPS (Global Real
Time Information Processing Solution), STAR
CLM (Corporate Language Management) including Transit (Translation & Localization), TermStar/
WebTerm (Terminology Management), STAR MT
(Corporate Machine Translation), STAR WebCheck
(Online Translation Reviewing) and MindReader (Authoring Assistance). With more than
50 offices in 30 countries and a global network
of prequalified freelance translators, STAR provides a unique combination of information management tools and services required to manage
all phases of the product information life cycle.
Languages: All
STAR AG (STAR Group headquarters)
Ramsen, Switzerland, +41-52-742-9200
Email: info@star-group.net, Web: www.star-group.net
STAR Group America, LLC Lyndhurst, OH USA
216-691-7827, Email: lyndhurst@star-group.net
Ad on page 23

Localization Services

ADAPT Localization Services

ADAPT Localization Services offers the full range
of services that enable clients to be successful in
international markets, from documentation design
through translation, linguistic and technical localization services, prepress and publication management.
Serving both Fortune 500 and small companies,
ADAPT has gained a reputation for quality, reliability, technological competence and a commitment
to customer service. Fields of specialization include
diagnostic and medical devices, IT/telecom and web
content. With offices in Bonn, Germany; Stockholm,
Sweden; and Barcelona, Spain, and a number of certified partner companies, ADAPT is well suited to
help clients achieve their goals in any market.
Languages: More than 50
ADAPT Localization Services Bonn, Germany
49-228-98-22-60
Email: adapt@adapt-localization.com
Web: www.adapt-localization.com
Ad on page 25
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Total Solutions for Your Business

E4NET is a total localization solutions provider
including translation, DTP, recording, and specialized in Asian localization covering all major Asian
and regional tier 3 languages. We have 20+ years of
successful localization production experience with
major projects for IBM, Microsoft, SAP, Oracle,
HP, LG Electronics, Panasonic and more. E4NET
is now providing patent translation services to the
Korea Institute of Patent Information and translating life science projects including clinical protocols
and reports. We are continuously developing and
applying innovative technologies such as machine
translation and associated customer services
throughout our production process to maximize
production/service efficiency. ISO 9001: 2015, ISO
27001 certified.
Languages: 60+
E4NET Co., Ltd. Seoul, South Korea
82-2-3465-8532
Email: l10n@e4net.net, Web: www.e4net.net

Precision Matters in Translation

EC Innovations is a world leading translation and
localization provider with ISO 13485:2016, ISO
9001:2015 and ISO 1710:2015 certifications. Since
1997, EC Innovations has been empowering communications for leading multinationals, specializing
in industries including life sciences, games, manufacturing, IT and software, automation, electronics
and telecommunications. Today, EC Innovations has
grown into 11 strategically located global offices with
400+ full-time employees offering full localization
support into 120+ languages. Our aim is to continuously build upon our reputation as a customer-centric organization focused on high-quality standards,
technological creativity and value-added services to
meet any type of localization requirement.
Languages: English, Simplified and Traditional
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Indonesian, Thai,
Vietnamese, Malay, Arabic French, German,
Spanish, Portuguese, Russian.
EC Innovations, Inc. Chicago, IL USA, 1-773-541-2174
China: 400-869-9760, Europe: +36 1 784 0414
Email: info@ecinnovations.com
Web: www.ecinnovations.com

ES Localization Services

Since 1994, ES has provided full-fledged language
services to industry leaders mainly in software
localization, translation, DTP, engineering, QA,
testing and voiceover areas. The company has a
solid customer base and is proud of its successful
past assignments which led to long-term collaborations. With 51 permanent staff in the production
offices in Turkey and Egypt for Turkish and Arabic
languages, ES is a reliable, experienced, value-added
regional supplier for direct clients and MLVs worldwide. It is the first Bureau Veritas certified ISO
17100 localization company in Turkey, specializing
in IT, automotive, finance, life sciences, gaming,
consumer products and more.
Languages: Turkish, Arabic
ES Localization Services Istanbul, Turkey; Cairo, Egypt
90-216-326-8764
Email:contact@estr.com
Web: www.estr.com
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Mobico is the new brand name of Saltlux’s technical communication services, and is also the name
of the predecessor company to Saltlux, established
in 1979 as Korea’s first TC business. What started
as a small enterprise concentrating on creating
Korean manuals and East Asian language translations evolved into a one-stop service provider for
all your needs in the world of business today, including multilingual translation, localization, DTP,
TW and MTPE. The relentless pursuit of progress
and perfection results in the use of state-of-theart technology and processes, which in turn lead
to superior translation quality with shorter turnaround times and therefore to greater customer
satisfaction.
Languages: More than 70 languages
Saltlux, Inc. Seoul, South Korea
+82-2-2193-1725
Email: sales@mobico.com
Web: www.mobico.com/en

EuroGreek Translations Limited

Established in 1986, EuroGreek Translations
Limited is Europe’s leading Greek localizer, specializing in medical, technical, financial and legal
translations from EN/DE/FR/ES to EL and EL to
EN. Our aim is to provide high-quality, turnkey
solutions, encompassing a whole range of client
needs, from translation to localization, desktop
publishing and testing. Our DTP department covers all Latin and Cyrillic alphabet-based languages,
in addition to Greek, at very competitive rates. All
of EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house by a
team of 30 highly qualified specialists and is fully
guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
Languages: Greek to/from English; French,
German, Spanish to Greek
EuroGreek Translations Limited Athens, Greece
30-210-9628-559
Email: production@eurogreek.com
Web: www.eurogreek.com
Ad on page 67

Find news and views about the global language
industry at https://multilingual.com/insights
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Mobico – by Saltlux Inc.

Moravia: An RWS Company

Moravia is a leading globalization solution provider, enabling companies in the information
technology, eLearning, life sciences, consumer
electronics and telecommunications industries
to enter global markets with high-quality multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include
localization, product testing, multilingual publishing, technical translation, content creation,
machine translation and workflow consulting.
Adobe®, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and Toshiba are
among some of the leading companies that depend on Moravia for accurate, on-time and economical localization. With global headquarters in
Brno, Czech Republic, Moravia has local offices
in Europe, the United States, Japan, China and
Latin America. To learn more, please visit us at
www.moravia.com.
Languages: All
Moravia: An RWS Company
USA: Thousand Oaks, CA USA, 805-262-0055
Email: info@moravia.com, Web: www.moravia.com
Europe: 420-545-552-222, Email: europe@moravia.com
Ireland: 353-1-709-9822, Email: ireland@moravia.com
Asia: 86-25-8689-6500, Email: asia@moravia.com
Japan: 81-3-3354-3320, Email: japan@moravia.com
Argentina: 54-341-481-2992, Email: argentina@moravia.com
Ad on page 68
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to your global business

ORCO S.A. Localization Services

Founded in 1983, ORCO celebrates this year its
35th anniversary. Over the years, ORCO has built
a reputation for excellence and gained the trust
of leading companies, such as Oracle, IBM and
Carrier for the localization of their products. Our
core business activities include technical, medical, legal, financial, marketing and other translations, software and multimedia localization, as
well as localization consulting. We cover most
European languages and our client list includes
long-term collaborations with international corporations, government institutions, banks, private enterprises, NGOs and the European Union.
ORCO is certified according to ISO 17100 & ISO
9001 quality standards.
Languages: Greek and European languages
ORCO S.A. Athens, Greece
+30-210-723-6001
Email: info@orco.gr
Web: www.orco.gr

Vistatec

We have been helping some of the world’s most
iconic brands to optimize their global commercial potential since 1997. Vistatec is one of the
world's most innovative, progressive and successful
localization solutions providers. Headquartered
in Dublin, Ireland, with offices in Mountain View,
California, USA. Think Global.
Languages: All
Vistatec
Europe: Dublin, Ireland, 353-1-416 -8000
North America: Mountain View, CA USA
408-898-2364
Email: info@vistatec.com
Web: www.vistatec.com
Ad on page 21

Localization Tools

while meeting client expectations. VideoLocalize
is the answer. Videolocalize.com is a cloud-based
online platform designed for video localization. It
is the brainchild of Boffin Language, an Asian-language service provider led by cofounder George
Zhao. VideoLocalize’s mission is to make video
localization faster and more cost-effective.
Boffin Language Group Inc. Toronto, Canada
+1 (647) 802 8223
Email: george.zhao@boffin.com
Web: www.videolocalize.com
Ad on page 43

Nonprofit Organizations

Joint National Committee
for Languages

The Joint National Committee for Languages
and the National Council for Languages and International Studies (JNCL-NCLIS) represent the
interests of over 140 member organizations, associations and companies in virtually all aspects of the
language enterprise — education PreK-20, research,
training, assessment, translation, interpreting and
localization — to the US government. The mission
of JNCL-NCLIS is to ensure that all Americans have
the opportunity to learn English and at least one
other language.
Joint National Committee for Languages – National
Council for Languages and International Studies
Garrett Park, MD USA, 202-580-8684
Email: info@languagepolicy.org
Web: http://languagepolicy.org

Protecting Translators and
Interpreters Worldwide

Red T is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization advocating for the protection of translators and interpreters
in high-risk settings.
Red T New York, NY USA
+1-212-675-0451
Email: contact@red-t.org
Web: http://red-t.org

VideoLocalize.com
Multiple Platforms

Video localization is complicated. It involves not
only translation processes and graphic engineering,
but also voiceover and audio/video editing as well.
The challenge is how to keep control of the budget

Translation Commons

Translation Commons is a nonprofit US public
charity powered by translators. We are a volunteer
-based online community aiming to help our

language community thrive and bridge all the sectors within our industry. We facilitate cross-functional collaboration among the diverse sectors and
stakeholders within the language industry and instigate transparency, trust and free knowledge. Our
mission is to offer free access to tools and all other
available resources, to facilitate community-driven
projects, to empower linguists and to share educational and language assets.
Translation Commons Las Vegas, NV USA
(310) 405-4991
Email: krista@translationcommons.org
Web: www.translationcommons.org

Translators without Borders

Originally founded in 1993 in France as Traducteurs
sans Frontières by Lori Thicke and Ros SmithThomas to link the world's translators to vetted NGOs that focus on health and education,
Translators without Borders (TWB) is a US
nonprofit organization that aims to close the
language gaps that hinder critical humanitarian
efforts worldwide. TWB recognizes that the effectiveness of any aid program depends on delivering information in the language of the affected
population.
Languages: 190 language pairs
Translators without Borders CT, USA
Email: info@translatorswithoutborders.org
Web: www.translatorswithoutborders.org
Ad on page 64

Terminology Management
Kaleidoscope

Taking your content global — with Kaleidoscope
your product will speak every language! The combination of decades of expertise, our software solutions developed in-house, and select software
from market-leading technology partners has been
making this a reality since 1996. Coupled with the
full-service approach from eurocom, Austria's largest and most innovative translation agency, Kaleidoscope offers a unique and unrivaled synergy of
language and technology.
Kaleidoscope GmbH Vienna, Austria
004 31 253 5352
Email: info@kaleidoscope.at
Web: www.kaleidoscope.at
Ad on page 18
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Management Systems

Plunet BusinessManager

Wordbee Translator

Plunet develops and markets the business and workflow management software Plunet BusinessManager
— one of the world’s leading management solutions
for the translation and localization industry. Plunet
BusinessManager provides a high degree of automation and flexibility for professional language service
providers and translation departments. Using a webbased platform, Plunet integrates translation software, financial accounting and quality management
systems. Various functions and extensions of Plunet
BusinessManager can be adapted to individual needs
within a configurable system. Basic functions include
quote, order and invoice management, comprehensive financial reports, flexible job and workflow management as well as deadline, document and customer
relationship management.
Plunet GmbH Berlin, Germany
+49-(0)30-322-971-340
Email: info@plunet.com
Web: www.plunet.com
Ad on page 12

Wordbee is the leading choice for enterprises and language service providers that need to save money and
make their company run more efficiently. Wordbee
has the most complete feature set of any cloud solution: project management, portal, business analytics,
reporting, invoicing and a user-friendly translation
editor. Tasks such as project and workflow setup,
job assignment, deadline calculation, multiple phase
kick-offs and cost management can all be automated
in the collaborative translation platform. Also, the
Beebox connects CMSs, DMSs or any propriety database source with the TMS of the translation vendor
or internal translation team.
Languages: All
Wordbee Soleuvre, Luxembourg
+352 2877 1204
Email: info@wordbee.com, Web: www.wordbee.com

Multiple Platforms

Consoltec

Multiple Platforms

Consoltec offers FlowFit-TMS, a web-based translation management system that helps you simplify
and optimize your projects, while reducing your
administrative costs. FlowFit can also be used for
many other project types. FlowFit provides fully
customizable web portals for clients, providers and
project management. Get an accurate overview of
your teams’ workload in real time and select the best
available providers. Manage your clients, contacts
and internal/external providers effectively with the
new CRM features. Use Timesheet to track the time
spent on projects and tasks. Connect seamlessly
to your favorite CAT tools (memoQ, SDL Studio,
LogiTerm) and get comprehensive reports that provide enhanced insight on production, productivity,
costs and translation memory efficiency.
Consoltec Montreal, Québec, Canada
+1-833-356-9348
Email: info@consoltec.ca, Web: www.consoltec.ca

Web-based

XTM: Better Translation Technology
Multiple Platforms

Smartling

Memsource

Memsource is a leading cloud-based translation management system that enables global companies, translation agencies and translators to collaborate in one
secure, online location. Internationally recognized
for providing an easy-to-use, yet powerful CAT tool
combined with a TMS, Memsource processes two
billion words per month from over 200,000 users
around the world. Manage your translation projects
in real-time in an intelligent platform that accepts
over 50 file types and offers REST API, out-of-the-box
CMS connectors and powerful workflow automation
to save time and money. Join localization professionals from around the world who rely on Memsource to
streamline their translation process. To start your free
30-day trial, visit www.memsource.com.
Languages: All
Memsource Prague, Czech Republic
+420 221 490 441
Email: info@memsource.com
Web: www.memsource.com
Ad on page 14

Smartling helps ambitious brands access more markets, deliver better experiences and build stronger
relationships by transforming the way their content
is created and consumed around the world. Our
translation management software prioritizes process automation and intelligent collaboration so that
companies can quickly and cost-effectively localize
their websites, apps and documents with minimal IT
involvement. Additionally, our curated community
of professional translators is continuously measured
to ensure the highest quality standards and is readily available to serve a variety of linguistic needs. To
find out how our unique approach has helped brands
like British Airways, Spotify and WeWork tell a global
story, visit www.smartling.com.
Smartling New York, NY USA
1-866-707-6278
Email: hi@smartling.com
Web: www.smartling.com
Ad on page 2
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XTM is a fully featured online CAT tool and translation management system available as a pay-as-you-go
SaaS or for installation on your server. Built for collaboration and ease of use, XTM provides a complete,
secure and scalable translation solution. Implementation of XTM Cloud is quick and easy, with no installation, hardware costs or maintenance required.
Rapidly create new projects from all common file
types using the templates provided and allocate your
resources to the automated workflow. XTM enables
you to share linguistic assets in real time between
translators. Discover XTM today. Sign up for a free
30-day trial at www.xtm-intl.com/trial.
Languages: All Unicode languages
XTM International Gerrards Cross, United Kingdom
+44-1753-480-469
Email: sales@xtm-intl.com
Web: www.xtm-intl.com
Ad on page 16
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Native into English
Medical Translation

Medical device, pharmaceutical, clinical trial texts
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into UK, US English and more! Specialized in medical and technical fields, our native into English team
has earned an excellent reputation for translation
quality, terminology expertise and in-depth understanding of client goals and expectations. Since
1999, we have provided a flexible, reliable, high
capacity service, with dedicated project managers,
subject matter expert translators and all the latest
CAT tools and technology. What’s more, our rates
and terms are customer-friendly, with no surcharges
for short deadlines or complex texts guaranteed!
Languages: From all European and major Asian
languages to/from English
Albion Languages Budapest, Hungary
+3617933610
Email: info@albionlanguages.com
Web: http://albionlanguages.com

birotranslations

Founded in 1992, birotranslations specializes
in life science, legal, technical, IT and automotive translations into all East European languages
(Albanian, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech,
Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Ukrainian). We have a long-term
partnership with the world's top 100 MLVs and
many end-clients all around the globe. With our
experienced project managers, extensive network
of expert linguists and usage of the latest CAT
tool technology, your projects will be delivered
on time, within budget and with the highest standards of quality. For more information, please contact Mr. Matic Berginc (details below).
Languages: Eastern European languages
birotranslations Ljubljana, Slovenia
+386 590 43 557
Email: projects@birotranslations.com
Web: www.birotranslations.com
Ad on page 53

Translation Services Provider in SEE

Ciklopea is a leading provider of professional
language solutions specialized in translation,
localization and consulting, enabling companies
to reach, engage and support their global clients
and customers. Our linguistic products have been
developed to accommodate the specific requirements, dynamics and prospects of the life sciences, IT, software, technology and manufacturing
industries. Ciklopea is certified in accordance with

the standards ISO 17100:2015, ISO 9001:2008 and
ISO 27001:2013.
Languages: More than 30 languages
Ciklopea d.o.o. Zagreb, Croatia
+385-1-3751736
Email: sales@ciklopea.com, Web: www.ciklopea.com
Ad on page 47

GlobalWay Co., Ltd.

GlobalWay, a leading localization company in
Korea, provides professional localization and globalization services with exceptional quality and
also offers a wide range of content and document
management services including voiceover, testing and DTP. We have highly qualified in-house
linguists who translate and review a variety of
content with professional knowledge. Our experienced engineers and project managers can help
you to get exactly what you want. GlobalWay and
its partners worldwide are ready to support your
growing business and localization tasks. Feel free
to contact us for more information.
Languages: Asian and European
GlobalWay Co., Ltd. Seoul, South Korea
+82-2-3453-4924
Email: sales@globalway.co.kr
Web: www.globalway.co.kr

Asianlization with HansemEUG

With more than 180 trained in-house staff and
EN15038 and ISO9001 certification, HansemEUG
has become the largest LSP in Korea. Specialized
in Korean, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Thai,
Malay, Indonesian, MEA and African languages,
HansemEUG provides a one-stop solution with
a broad spectrum of language services including:
HQAS (Hansem Quality Audit Services) with a
medical advisory board, expedited services with inhouse DTP production, MT engine optimization,
data solutions and system development, technical
authoring and consulting services for Chinese GB
compliance. Our headquarters are located in Korea
and a language center is in Vietnam.
Languages: More than 10
HansemEUG, Inc.
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Korea: +82-31-226-5042
Email: info@ezuserguide.com
N. America: +1-800-532-4176
Email: overseas_sales@ezuserguide.com
Web: www.ezuserguide.com
Ad on page 15

iDISC Information Technologies

iDISC, established in 1987, is an ISO 9001 and ISO
17100 certified language and software company
based in Barcelona with branches and teams in
Mexico, Brazil, USA, Argentina, Bolivia and Guatemala. We have dedicated teams for web content,
software localization and translation of technical,
business, automotive, biomedical and marketing
documents. Our software development engineers
and translation teams provide high-quality and ontime production solutions that are cost-efficient,
flexible and scalable.
Languages: Spanish (all variants), Portuguese (all
variants), Catalan, Basque, Galician, Valencian,
K'iche', Quechua, Aymara, Guarani
iDISC Information Technologies, S.L. Barcelona, Spain
34-93-778-73-00
Email: info@idisc.com
Web: www.idisc.com

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.

LinguaLinx is a leading provider of global
content and language translation to organizations around the world. The content experts at
LinguaLinx help manage and localize messaging
to enhance efficiency and provide consistency
across all forms of communication. With offices
around the world, LinguaLinx provides organizations with localization solutions that fit their
needs including: translation and interpretation,
marketing communications and website localization, translation memory deployment, multilingual SEO, translation readiness assessment and
global content management. Unify your global
organization with a customized content intelligence strategy and ensure that your messages
resonate across borders. To learn more, visit
http://lingualinx.com.
Languages: All
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. Troy, NY USA
518-388-9000
Email: info@lingualinx.com
Web: www.lingualinx.com

Follow us on Facebook
facebook.com/MultilingualMagazine
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LocaTran Translations

LocaTran Translations Ltd., established in 2004,
is an ISO 9001:2008-certified company with its
headquarters in Shanghai, which is China's most
progressive city. As a team of dedicated professionals, we offer a range of translation and localization
services encompassing Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Thai, Malay, Indonesian, Vietnamese and other
Asian languages in the diverse fields of marketing,
legal, IT, manufacturing, medical and many more.
We count Deloitte, AECOM, AIA, ARM, Samsung
as well as language service providers worldwide
among our loyal clientele. At LocaTran Translations, we consistently ensure that we provide firstrate quality, beyond expectations.
Languages: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Malay,
Indonesian, Vietnamese
LocaTran Translations Ltd. Shanghai, China
+86-21-63760188
Email: info@locatran.com
Web: www.locatran.com

Since 2005, No Matter What!

LtoI has consistently been an expert in the localization of the Korean language. With this experience,
we are sincerely striving to grow together with our
partners through the next decades. Our motto is
“There are customers who have not worked with us
yet, but no customers work with us just once.” With
this in mind, we provide localization services in the
following fields: storage, database, IT hardware,
medical, travel with TEP, MTPE, DTP, marketing,
eLearning, UI, UA and more. Moreover, LtoI has
been a premium vendor for MLVs and direct clients
with competitive and reasonable prices.
Languages: English into Korean and vice versa,
Chinese, Japanese, Taiwanese
LtoI, Inc. Seoul, South Korea
82-2-780-0401
Email: sales@ltoi.co.kr
Web: www.ltoi.co.kr

Medical Translations Only

MediLingua is one of the few medical translation
specialists in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European languages and the major languages
of Asia and Africa, as well as translation-related
services to manufacturers of devices, instruments,
in vitro diagnostics and software; pharmaceutical
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and biotechnology companies; medical publishers;
national and international medical organizations;
and other customers in the medical sector. Projects include the translation of documentation for
medical devices, surgical instruments, hospital
equipment and medical software; medical information for patients, medical students and physicians;
scientific articles; press releases; product launches;
clinical trial documentation; medical news; and
articles from medical journals.
Languages: 45, including all EU languages
MediLingua Medical Translations BV
Leiden, Netherlands
+31-71-5680862
Email: info@medilingua.com
Web: www.medilingua.com
Ad on page 47

Rheinschrift Language Services

Outstanding localization requires world-class experience. Rheinschrift gives your business a native voice in the German-speaking world. We offer
more than 20 years’ experience providing translations and localizations for software and hardware
manufacturers as well as for the sectors of business,
technology, legal matters and medicine/medical
applications. Our services also range from glossaries,
post-editing, project management and desktop publishing services to many other related services. Rely on
Rheinschrift to deliver the most competent translations and meet your deadline, whatever it takes.
Languages: German to/from major European
languages
Rheinschrift Language Services
Cologne, Germany
+49-(0)221-80-19-28-0
Email: contact@rheinschrift.de
Web: www.rheinschrift.de
Ad on page 28

SpanSource

SpanSource provides translation, localization and
related services from Western European languages
into all regional varieties of Spanish as well as other
language combinations through our network of
select SLV partners. Our domain focus is on health
care and life sciences, software and IT, heavy
machinery and automotive, legal and financial,
oil and gas, corporate training and educational
materials. Our comprehensive service portfolio
also includes unparalleled desktop publishing and
multimedia localization engineering support for
eLearning materials. Our in-house staff of 25
includes project managers, senior linguists, desktop
publishers, software engineers and graphic designers,
who prove to be fundamental in SpanSource’s

centralized, customer-centric approach.
Languages: Focus on Spanish and Portuguese,
other language combinations through partners.
SpanSource SRL Rosario, Argentina
54-341-527-5233
Email: info@spansource.com, Web: www.spansource.com

TripleInk Multilingual
Communications

As a multilingual communications agency,
TripleInk has provided industrial and consumer
products companies with precise translation and
multilingual production services for audiovisual,
online and print media since 1991. Our experience
in adapting technical documentation and marketing communication materials covers a wide range
of industries, including biomedical and health care;
building and construction; financial services; food
and agriculture; high-tech and manufacturing; and
hospitality and leisure, as well as government and
nonprofit organizations. Using a total quality management process and state-of-the-art software and
equipment, our team of foreign language professionals delivers the highest quality translations in a costeffective and time-efficient manner.
Languages: All major commercial languages
TripleInk Minneapolis, MN USA
612-342-9800 , 800-632-1388
Email: info@tripleink.com
Web: www.tripleink.com

The Polish Language Specialists

Wratislavia Translation House Sp. z o.o., established
in 2005, is an ISO 17100-certified company with
headquarters in Wrocław. We provide customized
translation services in large-scale projects for clients
worldwide. Our areas of expertise include IT and
new technologies, the automotive industry and many
more. We are experts in SAP translation — SAP systems, documentation and training materials. Since
2010 we have been a certified SAP Language Service
Partner. Our services are provided by an in-house
team of 15 translation professionals and numerous
freelance translators specialized in various industries.
Our experienced project managers, strict quality procedures and modern CAT tools allow us to deliver
high-quality service beyond our customers’ expectations in compliance with confidentiality policies.
Languages: Polish to/from major European languages
Wratislavia Translation House Sp. z o.o.
Wrocław, Poland, +48 71 33 50 510
Email: wth@wth.pl, Web: www.wth.pl
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The tool you want for your projects

memoQ

memoQ is a technology provider that has been
delivering premium solutions to the translation industry since 2004. For almost 15 years, memoQ has
been dedicated to delivering innovation through
diverse developments that today help hundreds
of thousands of freelance translators, translation
companies and enterprises worldwide. Having simplicity and more effective translation processes in
mind, memoQ combines ease of use, collaboration,
interoperability and leveraging in one single tool.
Discover a new world with memoQ, and let our
team help optimize your translation processes and
make your business more successful.
Languages: All
memoQ Budapest, Hungary
+3618088313
Email: sales@memoq.com, Web: www.memoq.com

Ever dreamt of increasing your profits by 15%?
That’s what you get with MateCat. By reusing content from public and private translation memories
and artificial intelligence, MateCat lets you reduce
the cost and turnaround time of all your translations. Integrate machine learning in your translations. Focus on creative and cognitive processes
rather than wasting time on repetitive tasks that
are more suited to machines. Let MateCat take
care of repetitive and boring tasks like fixing machine translation errors and placing the tags in the
target text. Visit www.matecat.com to start translating. It’s free.
Languages: All
MateCat srl Rome, Italy
+39 06 90254001
Email: support@matecat.com
Web: www.matecat.com
Ad on page 3

SDL plc

SDL is the global innovator in language translation technology, translation services and content
management. Over the past 25 years we’ve helped
companies deliver transformative business results
by enabling powerful, nuanced digital experiences
with customers around the world. SDL is the leading provider of translation software to the translation industry and SDL Trados Studio is recognized
globally as the preferred computer-assisted translation tool of government, commercial enterprises, language service providers and freelance
translators.
Languages: All
SDL plc Maidenhead, United Kingdom
+44-1628-417227
Email: info@sdltrados.com
Web:www.sdl.com or www.sdltrados.com
Ad on page 4

Educators:

We want to help you help your students

Help further your students’ understanding of the intersection of
language, technology and culture via articles written by experts
around the world. Provide them with a digital subscription to
MultiLingual with our compliments.

Contact us at subscriptions@multilingual.com to learn more
about utilizing MultiLingual in your classroom.
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right language can
save lives.

Support Translators without Borders today
translatorswithoutborders.org

Colum n

Takeaway
Speaking in tongues

Corporate America needs to get religious
about languages
John Yunker

John Yunker is author of the annual Web Globalization
Report Card and the book Think Outside the Country:
A Guide to Going Global and Succeeding in the
Translation Economy. He is co-founder of Byte Level
Research.

Religious leaders have long understood that translation is fundamental to growth. So it’s not surprising that Ethnologue, the most
authoritative directory of the world’s languages, was created and
is maintained by a nonprofit Christian organization, SIL International, founded with Bible translation in mind.
According to Ethnologue, there are more than 7,000 languages in
use across the planet. And although the internet is more than 30 years
old, linguistically it remains, at best, a young adult.
While there is no website (yet) that comes close to supporting all
7,000 languages, there are a handful of websites that are doing their
very best to get there — and you may be surprised to learn what the
world’s most linguistically-diverse website is right now.
Is it Google or Facebook? Is it Wikipedia? Not exactly.
While Wikipedia, Google and Facebook are among the leaders in
languages at 298, 172 and 107 respectively, they don’t come even close
to the website of the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
That’s right. The world’s most linguistic website is managed by the
Jehovah’s Witnesses and can be found at www.JW.org.
The JW.org website supports more than 675 written languages.
And it doesn’t stop at written languages; it also supports more than
90 different sign languages as well as downloadable PDFs in languages
ranging from Adyghe to Zazaki, for a total of 941 languages.
Apple, by comparison, supports a mere 34 languages. And Amazon,
the company now synonymous with world domination, supports just
15 languages. Based on my studies, the world’s leading brands support
an average of 31 languages, adding roughly one new language per year.

Contrast this with the website of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, with support for 115
languages, followed by the Christian
Science website, with support for
22 languages. It’s worth noting that
some of these more recently “emergent” religions also tend to be more
linguistically diverse than the websites of “older” religions. For example,
the Religion of Islam website (www.
islamreligion.com) supports just 12
languages, and The Holy See and
Chabad websites fare most poorly,
with nine languages and eight languages, respectively. While it may
be a stretch to link language growth
with the growth of religions, it’s not
a stretch to state that the Jehovah’s
Witnesses have a better grasp of how
to communicate with people around
the world than most corporations.
Looking ahead, we’re on pace to
surpass four billion internet users
this year, about 52 percent of the
world’s population. The next four
billion internet users will represent
May/June 2018
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less-connected and less-prosperous
regions of the world — and most
of these people will be eager to see
their languages represented on the
internet. The Jehovah’s Witnesses
certainly understand this. They
understand that the internet connects computers, but it is language
that connects people.
The fact is, you can’t communicate
worldwide without speaking quite a
few languages. There are only eight
languages on this planet with more
than 200 million native speakers.
Most languages have 50 million or
fewer speakers. The fewer the people
who speak a language, the less likely
a given CEO will be to support it, citing a lack of “return on investment.”
Which is where CEOs could take a
page from the Jehovah’s Witnesses,
where there appears to be no such
thing as a “minority” language.
As for what the future holds for the
internet, perhaps Wikipedia offers
the most optimistic view. As the ultimate example of a crowdsourced and
user-supported website, Wikipedia’s
298 languages indicates that people
around the world want more content in their own languages — even
if it means creating or translating
that content themselves. And as the
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ investment in
languages exhibits, the best way to
reach out to the world and to connect
with people in their comfort zone is
through the languages they speak.
The larger question is this: will
the language leaders of the future
continue to be religions and crowdsourced nonprofits? Or will corporations catch up and finally show the
speakers of the world’s languages the
attention and respect they deserve?
I wouldn’t hold my breath waiting
for most CEOs to get religious about
languages, but one can always hope.
To paraphrase William Gibson, the
linguistic future of the internet is
coming, but it will not be evenly
distributed. [M]
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Tomas Franc | Solutions Architect

Customized Language Tech?
It’s easier than you think.
As a Solutions Architect, I solve my clients’ unique globalization
problems by customizing language technology. I build customerspecific extensions to commercial localization tools.
I believe in a new, industry-wide approach to the typical CAT tool
architecture. A standardized way to create custom extensions
to online editors. Anyone will be able to add their own features
and use them across different CAT tools.
Let’s make it happen.

www.moravia.com
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